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The Film Society does its best to make this program accurate but always check
the website for the most up-to-date information: www.rehobothfilm.com
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Ruth Ann Minner
Governor

November 5, 2008

Dear Film Enthusiasts,
As Governor, I am pleased to welcome you to the 11th year of the Rehoboth
Beach Independent Film Festival.
The festival presents a broad selection of the best American and international
independent films, including shorts, documentaries, and features. Children and student
films are also featured for the next generation of film buffs.
The Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival is a wonderful event for Sussex County
communities, the state of Delaware and beyond. The growth and popularity this event
has experienced in its first decade is outstanding, and I know we will continue to enjoy
this great annual event for many years to come.

Sincerely,

Ruth Ann Minner
Governor

W e l c o m e l e tt e r
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Dear Friends and Supporters of the Festival,
Welcome to the first year of Rehoboth Beach Film Society’s second
decade as one of Delaware’s premier cultural events, and thanks for
your part in its continued success!
As we finished the Society’s tenth anniversary
celebration last fall, we took stock of what
worked well for our film-loving patrons, and
what could be improved.

Fritz Schranck
President, Board
of Directors, Rehoboth
Beach Film Society

For example, hundreds of movie buffs flocked
to the first Locals Night, and so this year
we’re repeating it. Sixteen Wednesday night
screenings give our local audience a special
chance to see films while also freeing up
weekend viewing opportunities for out-of-town
visitors.
We were also deeply pleased with the
immense reaction to the weekend morning
screenings at the last Festival, so this year we
expanded morning viewing options to include
Friday, and also added more screenings on
Saturday morning.
None of this is easy or inexpensive, of course.
Film Festival proceeds barely cover the
significant production costs, such as tent
rental, tent utilities, film screening fees, and
film shipping charges. We’ve added a page to
this year’s program [102] to illustrate some
of these challenges, and of course will always
appreciate your additional financial support.
While the Festival is our premier event, the
Society does so much more throughout the
year. If you’re in the area between January
and Memorial Day, or between Labor Day and
the Festival, please take advantage of our Art
House Theater programming. In cooperation
with the fine folks at the Movies at Midway,
the Art House brings the finest in independent
films to the Cape Region on a regular basis.
The Society also sponsors or co-sponsors
many other events throughout the year, as
part of its community outreach efforts. In
cooperation with such partners as the Lewes
and Rehoboth Public Libraries, the Rehoboth
Art League, Delaware Technical & Community
College, the Milton Historical Society,
CAMP Rehoboth, and others, film-related
programming is offered for children, teens
and adults.

Our dedicated staff handles all the work of the
Society, led by Executive Director Sue Early,
Educational/Outreach Coordinator Wendi
Dennis, Film Programmer Joe Bilancio, along
with administrative support from Malcolm
Keen and Marie Sardone. The Festival and
year-round programming couldn’t happen
without them, in addition to more than one
hundred dedicated volunteers who collectively
contribute thousands of hours each year.
If you’d like to be a part of this community
contribution as a volunteer or in some other
way, we’d be happy to oblige!
The Society also deeply appreciates the
significant backing of its sponsors and
benefactors, including the Delaware
Division of the Arts. Please help us show
our appreciation by visiting and supporting
the many fine businesses and professions,
who sponsor this Festival or support us with
advertisements in this Program.
We’ll continue to work to improve our
service to the film-loving community,
including expansion of our online presence at
rehobothfilm.com. Check our website often
between now and the next Festival, and see
what else we have to offer!
Please use the comment form (in this
program) or on our website to share your
suggestions for additional improvements
— suggestions of events, operational
enhancements, and additional funding sources
we should explore. Your input will be an
important element to the mix of ideas we’ll
consider adopting, as we work to keep the
Rehoboth Beach Film Society in the forefront
of Delaware’s cultural offerings.

Enjoy the Festival!
Fritz Schranck
President, Board of Directors

sponsor Appreciation
MEDIA Sponsors

presenting Sponsors

Corporate Sponsors

Accommodations Sponsors
Atlantic Sands Hotel and Conference Center
The Breakers Hotel and Suites

Supporting Sponsors
Cape Gazette

Ibach’s Candy by the Sea

Siquis Ltd.

Cape Wine & Spirits

Metro Tech		

Tanger Outlet Center

Delaware River and Bay Authority

Kitchen Company

United Distributors of Delaware

Dolle’s

Nancy Leggoe

Contributing Sponsors
Atlantic Horizons

Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Store

The SEA BOVA Associates

Delmarva Online

Prudential Gallo REALTORS

WXPN FM

Ledo Pizza

Public Radio Delmarva

Bill McManus and David Nelson

Summer House Restaurant

Sponsors
Arena’s Deli
Arena’s Café
Boardwalk Builders
BLOCKBUSTER
Curtis J. Leciejewski DDS
George B. Cole, Sussex County Council

Community Bank Delaware
Delaware Electric Cooperative
Delaware National Bank
Embassy of France, Washington, D.C.
Jack Lingo Realtor
Duwayne R. Litz, C21 Realtor

Jakes Seafood Restaurant
Java Beach
Nicola Pizza
Rose Walker, REALTOR Bethany Beach
Weston Woods
Wilmington Savings Fund Society

S p o n s o r A p p r e c i at i o n
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THE WORD ACCORDING TO JOE
As I sit down to write this letter, I think about what is important or even profound
about this year’s Film Festival and the films that are being presented. Will
the films create the right mood? Will the descriptions adequately portray their
breadth and scope? Will the audience be encouraged to step out of the comfort
zone of their film selection tendencies to explore offerings otherwise taboo for
them? Will the films entertain, educate and inform? The answer to all of these
questions is “yes”, as the Festival features films that form a wide array of styles
and moods and genres, and hail from many different lands.
Joe Bilancio
Festival Program
Director
Rehoboth Beach
Independent
Film Festival

As the landscape of the world changes, and to a large extent even right here
in this county, these changes are reflected in several of this year’s films. The
three sidebars represent groupings of films that share a common theme. First,
the Country Spotlight sidebar features a look at “New Latino Cinema” which is
important not only as it is some of the finest and freshest filmmaking available,
but it really speaks to a rapidly growing, new generation of the film-goers. While
“war” can be an emotionally-draining topic, it is a part of world events that
forever retains our interest. And so the War sidebar includes films from WWII,
the Palestinian/Israeli conflict, and the Taliban. And lastly, the Regional Sidebar
presents some films from the region that might otherwise be overlooked.
This year’s seminars will also focus on change. As the world changes, so
does the business of filmmaking as explored through the Video: Good, Bad or

Indifferent seminar. This seminar will discuss the ever-changing models of
film distribution which affects the way the public see films. The State of Film
Studies seminar will reveal how Cinema Studies at universities across the
country are preparing students to challenge the status quo and dig deeper into
the responsibilities of filmmakers, audiences, critics and other entities creating
film, resulting in a whole new set of rules. Not only will the Festival include films
from the “New Latino Cinema” movement, but we will also learn more about
the causes of the rise of these films as well as their potential future through the
New, Now and Latin: Latino Cinema Today seminar.
I encourage you to immerse yourself in the Festival. Take this opportunity to
educate yourself through films and seminars, take some risks and see/do some
things that you might otherwise not see/do and by all means… enjoy the festival.

joe bilancio
Festival Program Director
Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival

Board Members
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society is governed by the following group of dedicated
and talented volunteer Board members:
PRESIDENT: Fritz Schranck 		

VICE-PRESIDENT: Perrin Smith

TREASURER: Gene Dvornick		

SECRETARY: Teri Dunbar

Deborah Appleby

Jane Casazza

Darrel Grinstead

Cindy Hall

Eric Kafka

Jennie Keith

Paul Kuhns

Bob Slavin

Alan Zuckerman

Beth Hochholzer (ex officio)

Staff
Sue Early, Executive Director
Wendi Dennis, Education/Outreach Coordinator
Joe Bilancio, Festival Program Director and Art House Theater Programmer
Malcolm Keen, Membership Coordinator
Marie Sardone, Administrative Assistant

B o a r d m e m b e r s / St a f f
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Everything you need to know

about the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival
Wednesday, November 5 – Sunday, November 9.
Theaters: All films will be screened at the Movies

Exchange Fee: There is a $1.00 processing

at Midway complex, in the Midway Shopping Center on

fee for all ticket exchanges if you decide to change your

Highway One, just north of Rehoboth Beach, across from

screening time or film selection.

the Super Fresh.

Box Office Location:

Ticket sales policy: In order to help insure
All tickets must be

a more equitable distribution of tickets and greater access

purchased at the Film Festival Box Office, located in the

to films for all attendees, the following policies apply to all

Big Tent. The Big Tent will be situated behind the Midway

ticket sales during the festival:

Shopping Strip. Access is from the parking lot behind the
stores, or via the “cut-through” between the Duron Paint

RBFS individual members may purchase (2) tickets per film

store and JavaByte Cafe.

in the Members Only Line*
RBFS couple members may purchase (4) tickets per film in

Box Office Schedule:

the Members Only Line*

Wednesday: 2:30 PM – till the start of the last film screening

Non-members may purchase two tickets per film in the

(Note: tickets will be sold for Wednesday screenings only.)

Non-Members Line on the day of the show only

Thursday – Sunday: 8:00 AM for RBFS members and 9:00
AM for non-members. The Box Office will close at the start

* Membership level determines if you can purchase your tickets in

of the last film screening on each day.

advance or on the day of the show. Current membership cards

Ticket prices: A separate ticket must be

are required.

purchased for each film. [Please note tickets are

Becoming a Film Society Member:

non-refundable]

If you are not a member, you may easily join the Rehoboth
Beach Film Society and start enjoying your benefits right

General Admission:		

$9.00 per ticket

away by completing the membership form on page [98]

Senior Admission: 		

$8.00 per ticket

and mailing it with your dues to the Film Society Office,
registering in person at the Film Society Office, or registering

(60 years of age or older)
Youth Admission: 			

$8.00 per ticket

(11 years old or younger)
Student membership: 		

$8.00 per ticket

Food: Enjoy food and beverages in our Lounge in the Big
Tent throughout the festival. This is a great place to relax,

(must have photo student ID)

Discount booklets:

at the Membership Booth in the Big Tent during the Festival.

meet new friends, and share information about the great
Limited supply

available for pre-Festival purchase only

films you’ve seen!

$51 Cinematic Six Pack

Recycling:

$80 Reel Deal Ten Pack

materials in the Big Tent. Please help our effort by disposing

Please note that each film voucher must be traded in at the
box office for a ticket for the specific show you wish to see.

This year the Festival will recycle glass

glass in the designated recycling containers. Thank you.

(Note: Film vouchers do not guarantee seating at any show and

Merchandise: Inventory is limited so don’t wait

are non-refundable)

to buy this year’s Festival souvenirs. Take advantage of this
opportunity to purchase quality merchandise at reasonable
prices for upcoming holiday gifts.

Payment options: Cash, Visa, or MasterCard are

Lost & Found:

accepted as payment for ticket sales, membership and merchandise.

you left a sweater on a Theater chair, or you found keys in the parking

Checks are not accepted. Cash payment only at the Beverage

lot, please go to the Lost & Found box at the Information Booth in

Booth please.

the Big Tent. All discovered materials will be kept at this location.

Audience awards: At each screening, audience

Priority Seating:

members will receive a ballot to rate the film. Voting is very simple

levels are entitled to priority seating as a corresponding benefit.

so please return your ballet at the end of each screening. Winners

Please respect the policy of reserving a seat for you and one guest

for Best Feature, Best Debut Film, Best Documentary and Best

only. Your cooperation is appreciated.

Short Film will be announced at the Closing Night Celebration.

If you’ve misplaced your glasses, think

Certain membership and sponsor

PLEASE SUPPORT MOVIES AT MIDWAY!

Theater House Rules:

Movies at Midway is very supportive of the Film Society with the Art

1) Please understand that the Management of the Movies at Midway

House Theater and allowing use of the upstairs screening room for

will not allow backpacks, large bags, recording devices, or alcoholic

numerous events. Please show your appreciation by purchasing

beverages into the theater. To avoid potential inconveniences, please

your snacks from the Movies at Midway concessions booth.

refrain from bringing extra baggage.
Note: The Film Society works hard to make sure this program is accurate.
2) The Fire Marshall’s Office requires all audience members to exit

Please understand that we depend on other festivals, distributors, delivery

each theater through the exterior door, not the hallway entrance.

people, and filmmakers to send films on time. Sometimes problems occur

Your cooperation is appreciated.

which are beyond our control. Call the Festival office at 302-645-9095,

Theater Accessibility:

check our website at www.rehobothfilm.com and read notices in the Big
Elevators are available

for assistance to the upstairs screening room. Ask any theater
employee for directions to the elevator.

Tent for the most current information.

ENJOY THE FESTIVAL!

audience awards
Each viewer will receive a ballot for each film that you attend. Please complete each and every ballot, selecting the description that best
describes your personal rating of the film. The choices are:

Poor / Fair / Good / Very Good / Outstanding
Every vote is counted and is very important to the overall process of selecting the best films at this year’s Festival including Best Feature,
Best Short, Best Documentary, and Best Debut Feature.
Audience awards are announced on Sunday evening. Although there are no financial prizes that accompany these awards, the Producer
and Director are entitled to bragging rights when their film wins an award as determined by audience voting. In respect of the hard work
devoted to each and every film, please be sure to complete your ballot and deposit it in the ballot boxes located at the exit doors. Thank you.

Film Guidance system
The Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival screens films of artistic merit from around the world. Many of these films have not been
rated by the Motion Picture Association of America and may contain material not suitable for minors. In an effort to provide as much
information as possible for viewers, the RBFS has created a guidance system that can be used as part of the film selection process. Codes
were assigned to films, when applicable, to the best of the Film Society’s ability. Film viewers and parents of minors, are strongly encouraged
to read the movie descriptions and codes, and to use individual discretion when selecting films for viewing. RBFS employees and Board
members are available to answer any questions about the content of any film.
= may contain some offensive language

= may contain some sexual content

= may contain some nudity

= may contain lesbian/gay orientation

= may contain some violence

Audience awards/film Guidance system
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live in the lounge
In addition to planning your schedule of great films, don’t miss
what’s happening in the Big Tent. Read on to see what other activities
you may include as part of your Festival experience.

Dogfish Head Tastings

Friday (Nov 7), beginning at 6:00 pm
Saturday (Nov 8) beginning at 6:00 pm
Location: Big Tent
(Sponsored by Dogfish Head Craft Brewery)
Dogfish Head Craft Brewery is known for brewing some of the

Looking for a film-break activity? Join the folks from Dogfish as

most innovative beers and extraordinary spirits. Their house-

they host tutored samplings of current offerings. Be ready for a

infused vodkas are hand-made at the Rehoboth brewpub/

taste of a couple experimental batches - the funkiest of

distillery. Dogfish off-centered ales, known for their non-

the funky.

traditional ingredients, are brewed at the Milton brewery.

50/50 Drawing
As part of the Film Society’s fundraising efforts, a 50/50
drawing will be held during the Film Festival. The winning
ticket will be picked and announced at the Closing Party.
Tickets are tax deductible and help support Festival
production expenses. Cost: $1.00 per ticket

Tickets will be available
at the Information Booth.
Drawing: 6:00 pm, Sunday, Nov 9

closing night CELEBRATION
Sunday, November 9, 5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Big Tent, Film Festival Box Office
Join the casual, closing of the Rehoboth Beach Independent
Film Festival’s eleventh year. Audience winners for Best
Feature, Best Debut Feature, Best Documentary, and Best
Short will be announced. The winning ticket for the 50/50 will
also be selected.
No ticket is needed for this gathering. Beverages and food
can be purchased from on-site vendors.
So relax, reflect, and rejoice at the completion of another
great Festival.

Live in the lounge
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FILM SCHEDULE
WEDNESday, nov. 5th
Day

Title		

Start	

End

Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed

Cherry Blossoms: Hanami		
Tell No One		
Trouble The Water		
Lantern, The		
Amazing Truth About Queen Raquela
Crazy		
Not By Chance		
Love Comes Lately		
A Secret		
Captain Abu Raed		
Stranded		
Galilee Eskimos, The		
How About You		
Short Takes: Mexico		
Time to Die		
Man on Wire		

5:30 PM
5:30 PM
5:40 PM
5:45 PM
5:55 PM
6:00 PM
6:05 PM
6:15 PM
7:40 PM
7:45 PM
7:50 PM
8:00 PM
8:05 PM
8:15 PM
8:20 PM
8:30 PM

7:40 PM
7:40 PM
7:15 PM
7:20 PM
7:20 PM
7:50 PM
7:50 PM
7:45 PM
9:25 PM
9:35 PM
10:00 PM
9:40 PM
9:45 PM
9:40 PM
10:05 PM
10:00 PM

Start	

End	

12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:10 PM
12:15 PM

1:55 PM
1:40 PM
1:55 PM
1:50 PM

12:20 PM
12:20 PM
12:30 PM
12:40 PM
2:00 PM
2:10 PM
2:20 PM
2:25 PM
2:35 PM
2:40 PM
2:50 PM
3:00 PM
3:50 PM
4:00 PM
4:20 PM
4:30 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:10 PM
5:25 PM
5:55 PM
6:15 PM
6:25 PM
6:30 PM
6:50 PM
6:55 PM
7:15 PM

2:25 PM
2:10 PM
2:05 PM
2:25 PM
3:30 PM
3:40 PM
4:10 PM
4:00 PM
4:25 PM
4:45 PM
4:40 PM
5:00 PM
5:35 PM
5:50 PM
6:05 PM
6:10 PM
6:30 PM
6:35 PM
6:55 PM
7:20 PM
8:10 PM
7:55 PM
7:50 PM
8:15 PM
8:20 PM
8:45 PM
8:50 PM

Thursday, nov. 6th
Day
Thurs
Thurs
Thurs
Thurs
Thurs

Title		

Newcastle		
Mister Foe		
Humboldt County		
Mirageman		
Gonzo: The Life and Work
of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson		
Thurs Empties		
Thurs New World, The		
Thurs Moving Midway		
Thurs Buddah Collapsed Out of Shame
Thurs In A Dream		
Thurs Continental, A Film without Guns
Thurs Absurdistan		
Thurs 10% Shorts		
Thurs Days and Clouds		
Thurs Pope’s Toilet, The		
Thurs Let the Right One In		
Thurs	Under The Bombs		
Thurs	Under Our Skin		
Thurs Grocers Son, The		
Thurs XXY		
Thurs English Surgeon, The		
Thurs Grab Bag Shorts		
Thurs Galilee Eskimos, The		
Thurs A Secret		
Thurs Tell No One		
Thurs Breakfast with Scot		
Thurs A Man Name Pearl		
Thurs Drifting Flowers		
Thurs Song Sung Blue		
Thurs Crazy		
Thurs Love Comes Lately		

Thurs
Thurs
Thurs
Thurs
Thurs
Thurs
Thurs

Reality Check Shorts		
Trouble The Water		
Save Me		
How About You		
Not By Chance		
Captain Abu Raed		
Time to Die		

7:40 PM
8:15 PM
8:25 PM
8:30 PM
8:35 PM
8:45 PM
9:05 PM

9:15 PM
9:55 PM
10:10 PM
10:15 PM
10:20 PM
10:45 PM
10:55 PM

Start	

End	

10:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:15 AM
10:20 AM
10:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:10 PM
12:15 PM

12:15 PM
11:40 AM
11:55 AM
12:20 PM
12:10 PM
1:45 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM

12:20 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
12:50 PM
1:50 PM
2:05 PM
2:20 PM
2:25 PM
2:35 PM
2:40 PM
2:45 PM
2:50 PM
3:45 PM
4:30 PM
4:35 PM
4:45 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:05 PM
5:10 PM
6:00 PM
6:15 PM
6:30 PM
6:45 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:15 PM
7:20 PM
8:10 PM
8:15 PM
8:30 PM
8:50 PM

2:25 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
2:15 PM
3:25 PM
4:05 PM
4:05 PM
4:05 PM
4:45 PM
4:35 PM
4:30 PM
4:35 PM
5:40 PM
6:00 PM
6:10 PM
6:20 PM
6:50 PM
6:35 PM
6:50 PM
6:45 PM
7:45 PM
7:55 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
8:50 PM
9:15 PM
9:10 PM
9:10 PM
9:35 PM
9:55 PM
9:55 PM
10:20 PM

Friday, nov. 7th
Day
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri

Title		

Stranded		
Save Me		
Pope’s Toilet, The		
Days and Clouds		
Mister Foe		
Galilee Eskimos, The		
Reality Check Shorts		
Continental, A Film without Guns
Tru Loved		
Gonzo: The Life and Work
of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson		
Fri
Grocers Son, The		
Fri
Drifting Flowers		
Fri
In A Dream		
Fri
Absurdistan		
Fri
Cherry Blossoms: Hanami		
Fri
Sizzle		
Fri
XXY		
Fri
Tell No One		
Fri
10% Shorts		
Fri	Under The Bombs		
Fri
Moving Midway		
Fri
A Secret		
Fri
Amazing Truth About Queen Raquela
Fri
Love Comes Lately		
Fri
Trouble The Water		
Fri
Let the Right One In		
Fri
New World, The		
Fri
Humboldt County		
Fri
Man on Wire		
Fri
Not By Chance		
Fri
Breakfast with Scot		
Fri
Short Takes: Mexico		
Fri
How About You		
Fri
Crazy		
Fri
Steam		
Fri
Newcastle		
Fri
Empties		
Fri
Wendy and Lucy		
Fri
World Unseen, The		
Fri
A Man Name Pearl		
Fri
Grab Bag Shorts		

Saturday, nov. 8th

Sunday, nov. 9th

Day

Title		

Start	

End

Day

Title		

Start	

End

Sat

Mister Foe		

10:00 AM

11:40 AM

Sun

Captain Abu Raed		

10:00 AM

11:55 AM

Sat

World Unseen, The		

10:10 AM

11:55 AM

Sun

Humboldt County		

10:00 AM

11:45 AM

Sat

Absurdistan		

10:15 AM

11:50 AM

Sun

Days and Clouds		

10:15 AM

12:15 PM

Sat	Under The Bombs		

10:15 AM

12:00 PM

Sun

Trouble The Water		

10:20 AM

11:55 AM

Sat

Grab Bag Shorts		

10:20 AM

11:55 AM

Sun

Steam		

10:25 AM

12:30 PM

Sat

Man on Wire		

10:30 AM

12:05 PM

Sun

Tell No One		

10:30 AM

12:40 PM

Sat

Tru Loved		

10:40 AM

12:25 PM

Sun	Under The Bombs		

10:35 AM

12:20 PM

Sat

Empties		

12:05 PM

1:55 PM

Sun

Audience Favorite #3		

12:05 PM

2:05 PM

Sat

Humboldt County		

12:10 PM

1:55 PM

Sun

All Along		

12:15 PM

1:45 PM

Sat

Cherry Blossoms: Hanami		

12:15 PM

2:30 PM

Sun

Wendy and Lucy		

12:20 PM

1:45 PM

Sat

10% Shorts		

12:20 PM

2:15 PM

Sun

Time to Die		

12:35 PM

2:25 PM

Sat

Grocers Son, The		

12:25 PM

2:10 PM

Sun

A Secret		

12:40 PM

2:30 PM

Sat

Crazy		

12:30 PM

2:25 PM

Sun

Breakfast with Scot		

12:50 PM

2:30 PM

Sat

No Denying		

12:45 PM

2:20 PM

Sun

How About You		

1:00 PM

2:45 PM

Sat

A Man Named Pearl		

2:15 PM

3:45 PM

Sun

Sizzle		

2:05 PM

3:45 PM

Sat

Secrets, The		

2:20 PM

4:30 PM

Sun

Man on Wire		

2:10 PM

3:45 PM

Sat

Newcastle		

2:35 PM

4:35 PM

Sun

Audience Favorite #4		

2:20 PM

4:20 PM

Sat

Public Interest		

2:40 PM

4:10 PM

Sun

Secrets, The		

2:45 PM

4:50 PM

Sat	Under Our Skin		

2:45 PM

4:40 PM

Sun

Grab Bag Shorts		

2:50 PM

4:25 PM

Sat

Time to Die		

2:50 PM

4:45 PM

Sun

Were The World Mine		

2:50 PM

4:30 PM

Sat

Pope’s Toilet, The		

2:55 PM

4:45 PM

Sun

Buddah Collapsed Out of Shame

3:05 PM

4:30 PM

Sat

Continental, A Film without Guns

4:10 PM

6:00 PM

Sat

Song Sung Blue		

4:35 PM

6:05 PM

Sat

Audience Favorite #1		

4:55 PM

6:55 PM

Sat

Drifting Flowers		

5:00 PM

6:45 PM

Sat

XXY		

5:15 PM

Sat

Mirageman		

Sat

Buddah Collapsed Out of Shame

Sat
Sat

EVENTS SCHEDULE: nov. 7th-9th
Day

Title	

Start	

End

6:55 PM

Fri

Video Seminar

10:00 AM

11:30 AM

5:20 PM

6:55 PM

Fri

Dogfish Head Tasting

6:00 PM

5:20 PM

6:50 PM

Sat

Film Studies Seminar

10:00 AM

11:30 AM

Goonies, The		

6:20 PM

8:20 PM

Sat

Children’s Cinema Corner

1:00 PM

3:00 PM

Were The World Mine		

6:30 PM

8:15 PM

Sat

Dogfish Head Shorts

5:10 PM

5:20 PM

Sat

Audience Favorite #2		

7:05 PM

9:05 PM

Sat

Dogfish Head Tastings

6:00 PM

Sat

Wendy and Lucy		

7:10 PM

8:35 PM

Sun

Latino Cinema Seminar

10:00 AM

Sat

Gonzo: The Life and Work
of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson		

7:15 PM

9:20 PM

Sat

Not By Chance		

7:25 PM

9:10 PM

Sat

Steam		

7:30 PM

9:45 PM

Sat

Let the Right One In		

8:35 PM

10:35 PM

Sat

English Surgeon, The		

8:45 PM

10:20 PM

Sat

Reality Check Shorts		

8:55 PM

10:25 PM

Sat

Moving Midway		

9:20 PM

11:00 PM

Sat

Love Comes Lately		

9:25 PM

10:55 PM

Sat

Short Takes: Mexico		

9:30 PM

11:00 PM

11:30 AM

Film Schedule
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Title	Type

page

A Man Named Pearl
A Secret
Absurdistan
Adventure, The
All Along
Amazing Truth About Queen Raquela, The
Breakfast With Scot
Buddha Collapsed Out Of Shame
Captain Abu Raed
Cherry Blossoms: Hanami
Congratulations Daisy Graham
Continental, A Film Without Guns
Cowboy
Crazy
Days and Clouds
Desire, The
Dire Straights
Dirty Clothes
Drifting Flowers
Empties
English Surgeon
Galilee Eskimos, The
Gonzo: The Life and Work of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
Goonies, The
Grocers Son, The
How About You
Humboldt County
Hunter, The
I’m Jin Young
In A Dream
It’s Very Easy
Lantern, The
Last Farm, The
Last Illusion
Let The Right One In
Love Comes Lately
Man on Wire
Manon on the Asphalt
Mirageman
Mister Foe
Moving Midway
Newcastle
New World, The
No Bikini
No Denying
Not By Chance
Popes Toilet, The
Public Interest
Reality Show
Save Me
Secrets, The
Sizzle
Song Sung Blue
Star Crossed
Steam
Stranded: I’ve Come From a Plane That Crashed on the Mountains
Tell No One
Three
Time To Die
Tripe and Onions
Trouble the Water
Tru Loved
Under Our Skin
Under The Bombs
Waiting
Wendy and Lucy
Were The World Mine
Wing
World Unseen, The
Wrestling
XXY

49
25
25
64
66
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26
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27
28
59
28
60
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30
63
59
62
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31
49
33
50
75
33
34
34
61
60
50
63
66
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36
51
37
37
59
66
38
38
66
63
39
39
40
52
64
40
52
42
62
42
62
53
43
53
43
61
44
44
62
45
59
45

Documentary
Feature
Feature
Short
Regional Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Short
Feature
Short
Feature
Feature
Short
Short
Short
Feature
Feature
Documentary
Feature
Documentary
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Short
Short
Documentary
Short
Regional Feature
Short
Short
Feature
Feature
Documentary
Short
Feature
Feature
Documentary
Feature
Feature
Short
Regional Documentary
Feature
Feature
Regional Feature
Short
Feature
Feature
Feature
Documentary
Short
Feature
Documentary
Feature
Short
Feature
Short
Documentary
Feature
Documentary
Feature
Short
Feature
Feature
Short
Feature
Short
Feature
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film planner
Wednesday, nov. 5th
5:00 PM

8:00 PM

6:00 PM

9:00 PM

7:00 PM

10:00 PM

Thursday, nov. 6th

friday, nov. 7th

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

10:00 PM

11:00 PM

11:00 PM
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film planner
Saturday, nov. 8th

Sunday, nov. 9th

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

10:00 PM

11:00 PM

11:00 PM

About the cover
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About the Cover
This year the Rehoboth Beach Film Society made the decision to
engage the talents of the art community in creating the theme
for the Festival’s artwork. Artists were invited to submit original
work that could be incorporated into the poster design. The RBFS
Marketing Committee reviewed fifteen pieces of artwork submitted
by nine artists.

Faith Lord
302-226-1069
faithlord@comcast.net

The theme for this year’s Festival artwork was inspired by the
creative design of Faith Lord. The original artwork (seen below) will
be auctioned off at a silent auction held during the Film Festival in
the Big Tent.
Thank you Faith Lord!

Biography
Faith Lord has always had a passion for art
and design. Faith put her art on her walls,
furniture, and clothing. She used a variety of
medias including watercolor, acrylics, and
left over house-paint. She also designed and
sewed clothing and other wearable art.
In the 80’and 90’s she sold her painted
furniture in Reisterstown, Annapolis, and
Fenwick Island. She also sold real estate
full-time and had a small auction business.

Original cover art

In the early 90’s, she graduated Cum Laude
from Towson University with a Bachelor of
Science in Communication with a strong
emphasis in Psychology and Women’s studies.
Today, she uses her intuitive style of painting
to communicate her beliefs and opinions
through her artwork and participates in yearly
workshops to insure the development and
growth of her painting style. She has also
taken other college classes in design and art
at Delaware State University.

Faith has won numerous awards and her
work can be seen at the Water’s Edge Gallery
in Berlin, MD, at local art leagues, and by
appointment at her home-studio. Faith’s work
is held in private collections along the Eastern
Shore of Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia as
well as other areas of the country.
2009 Festival: This process of involving the art
community provides wonderful exposure for
the artist of the selected work. The selected
work is used to design the theme of the
Festival’s poster (2,000 print-run), the Festival
program (10,000 print-run), and Festival
t-shirts.
Artists interested in participating in this
process for the 2009 Festival should email
info@rehobothfilm.com. Information about
2009 specifications and due dates will be sent
to you.
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A Secret

(Un Secret)
Grand Prix of the Americas Prize at the Montréal 		
World Film Festival

Wed	
Thurs	
Fri	
Sun	

NOV 5
Nov 6
Nov 7
Nov 9

7:40 PM-9:25 PM
5:25 PM-7:20 PM
3:45 PM-5:40 PM
12:40 PM-2:30 PM

*This film is part of the War sidebar

A Secret is a well-crafted film involving illicit passion,
jealousy, and the loss of loved ones to the scourge of the
Holocaust. As a child in the ‘50s, François could never live up
to the expectations of his robust, gymnast father. Frail and
sickly, he was sure that somehow he didn’t belong, that there
was something amiss with his otherwise picture-perfect
family. To confound him even more, he has an imaginary
brother who shares his world. Imaginary, yes, but seemingly
real and alive. When a neighbor tells François the secret
behind his family, the film transports us back to months right
before the outbreak of the war. It was a moment in which
France’s Jewish community was divided between those who
believed that a German invasion would spell disaster and
those who believed their “Frenchness” would protect them.

Adapting Philippe Grimbert’s autobiographical novel (soon to
be published in the U.S.), Claude Miller employs a complex,
yet easily followed flashback structure that also features
sequences set in 1985 to show how the tides of history and
family memory continue to affect the present. A Secret is
Claude Miller’s 13th feature and caps a career that began in
the 1970’s with such milestone films as The Best Way to Walk
and This Sweet Sickness.
[Dir. Claude Miller, 2007, France, 35mm, 105 mins.
In French with English subtitles]
Website: www.unsecret-lefilm.com/

Absurdistan
Best Film Bavarian Film Awards

Thurs	

Nov 6

2:25 PM- 4:00 PM

Fri	
Sat	

NOV 7
NOV 8

1:50 PM-3:25 PM
10:15 AM-11:50 AM

Sponsored by: Nancy Leggoe

Veit Helmer’s inventive, allegorical comedy introduces us to
Absurdistan, a once-beautiful, now utterly desolate, land. In
a water-starved village, two childhood sweethearts, Aya and
Temelko, await the date (foretold by Aya’s grandmother) that
a perfect celestial alignment will bless their first night of love.
An intrepid inventor, Temelko plans to repair the aging water
pipe, but the apathetic older men scoff at his designs. The
women, fed up with the men’s inaction, take matters into their
own hands and declare a strike. No water, no sex. The gender
lines are drawn, reinforced with barbed wire, and our young
lovers find themselves on opposite sides of a fast-escalating
feud. The imprint of Helmer’s imagination is ubiquitous. He
directs like a kid tearing through his toy chest. Mechanically
obsessed, Helmer filters life through outlandish, homespun

contraptions. If Aya’s first night of love is to elevate her soul, in
Helmer’s world, the flight comes courtesy of a rickety scrapheap rocket atop rusty barrels of kerosene. Brilliantly satirical
(here are villagers who build an elaborate aqueduct, and
then collectively forget how it works), ever witty, and dipping
self-reflexively into a myriad of cinematic styles, Absurdistan
contains the signature theatricality of Helmer’s many shorts
and earlier feature, Tuvalu. It’s a philosophic parable that
glides weightlessly along (no doubt suspended by pulleys and
ropes hooked to a donkey). Welcome to Absurdistan.
[Dir. Viet Helmer, Azerbaijan, 2007, 35mm, 88 mins.
In Russian with English subtitles]
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The Amazing
Truth about
Queen Raquela
Teddy Award for Best GLBT Film at the Berlin Film Festival
Best International Feature and The Vangaurd Award at Newfest, the
New York GLBT Film Festival

Wed	
FRI

A Filipina “lady-boy” blessed with extraordinary beauty
and grace, Raquela Rios makes her living by walking the
streets and serving a clientele with exotic tastes. Alas, this
self-proclaimed queen dreams of far bigger and better
things, so when she’s recruited by a fellow transsexual
to join the lucrative world of Internet porn, Raquela puts
on a nurse’s uniform and dives in headfirst. Her online
popularity skyrockets, and soon she’s off living a life of odd
adventures — traveling to Iceland, working in a fish factory
and, finally, fulfilling a lifelong dream to see Paris. And once
the site’s New York-based owner takes a shine to her and
visits her in the City of Light, Raquela may even find true
love. Part fact and part fairytale, Olaf de Fleur Johannesson’s
dazzling docudrama blends gritty vérité and fictional flights
of fancy to chronicle this truly transtastic character’s life.

Nov 5
NOV 7

5:55 PM-7:20 PM
4:30 PM-6:00 PM

Actors trade lines with sex-industry professionals, key
moments are recreated with a certain dreamy liberty,
and you’re never sure whether you’re watching reality or
fantasy. What’s never in doubt is the sense of empowerment
that Raquela — playing herself, natch — brings to every
encounter and interaction in which she engages. Winner
of this year’s prestigious Teddy Award at the Berlin Film
Festival, Johannesson’s tribute to Rios truly earns the titular
adjective; it’s amazing from start to finish. All hail the Queen!
[Dir. Olaf de Fleur Johannesson, 2008, Iceland, video, 80 mins.
In English, Icelandic, Visayan and Thai with English subtitles]
Website: www.queenraquelathemovie.com

Breakfast with Scot
thurs	

NOV 6

6:15 PM-7:55 PM

fri	

NOV 7

6:15 PM-7:55 PM

SUN

NOV 11

12:50 PM-2:30 PM

Sponsored By: Curtiss Barrows / Merrill Lynch
Sponsored By: CAMP Rehoboth

Only in Canada can you mix hockey, homosexuality, and family
values. Breakfast with Scot is a light-hearted and touching
comedy starring TV hunk Thomas Cavanagh (“Ed,” “Scrubs”)
as Eric, an ex-hockey player turned sportscaster with
memberships in three gyms. Eric is one of those gay guys who
would describe himself as “straight-acting” in a personal ad
— if he weren’t too busy acting straight to place the ad. Though
not “out” at work, Eric is living the perfect gay life at home with
his lawyer boyfriend Sam (the handsome Ben Shenkman of
Angels in America and “Law & Order”). But their closet paradise
is threatened when a long-lost friend dies and Eric and Sam
are told they have custody of her 11-year-old son. Eric fears
the arrival of a rude and messy brute who, before they know it,

will be swiping beers from their refrigerator and deflowering
girls on their 500-thread-count sheets. What they get instead is
Scot (the charming Noah Bernett), an “artistic” waif who sings
Christmas carols out of season, spells his name with one ‘t’ and
likes to give everything, including his pee-wee hockey uniform,
“a little more sparkle.” Can these uptight gay dads learn to love
their sissy son? Or will Eric’s reluctance to “be gay” — or even
be seen in public with Scot— stand in the way?
[Dir. Laurie Lynd, 2008, Canada, video, 95 mins.]
Website: http://www.caprifilms.com/breakfastwithscot/index.html

Buddah Collapsed
Out of Shame

(Buda As Sharm Foru Rikht)
Berlin Film Festival Generation K Plus Best Film

thurs

NOV 6

2:00 PM-3:30 PM

Sat	

NOV 8

5:20 PM-6:50 PM

Sun	

NOV 9

3:05 PM-4:30 PM

Sponsored by: King’s Homemade Ice Cream
Sponsored by: Rita’s

Sponsored by: Siquis

*This film is part of the War sidebar
This tender yet harrowing tale of a young Afghan girl’s
determination to attend school no matter what the obstacles
is a classic example of Iranian cinema’s powerful use of
allegory to illustrate life in Afghanistan today. Heartwarming
and at times heartbreaking, this allegorical drama weaves
a tale of a resourceful young girl’s determination to go to
school. The director uses a deceptively simple story and
non-professional actors (mostly children) to create a beautiful
and harrowing drama. Set in the carved-out homes that
cling to the side of the mountain next to the wreckage of
the two huge Buddhas imploded by the Taliban, the story is
about a rosy-cheeked 6-year-old Afghan girl named Baktay
(Nikbakht Noruz) who, seeing her neighbor return from
school one day, gets it into her head that she wants to go to
school as well. She is quickly confronted by challenges, which

she enterprisingly overcomes, including buying a notebook,
finding a pencil (her mother’s lipstick) and traveling the
rugged terrain to the school. On her way to school, she meets
up with a group of boys playing war -- not “Cowboys and
Indians” but “Americans and Taliban.” The boys “capture”
her, and the threat of play becoming real intensifies for both
Baktay and the audience. Vivid cinematography of the rugged
landscape and Noruz’s amazing performance form the
backdrop to this powerful yet tender fable.
[Dir. Hana Makhmalbaf, 2007, Iran, 35mm, 81 mins. In Farsi
with English subtitles]
Website: www.lecahier-lefilm.com

Captain Abu Raed
Golden Space Needle (Best Film) Seattle International Film Festival
Sundance Film Festival Audience Award Best World Dramatic Competition
Newport Beach Film Festival Best Film
Jordan’s Official Entry to the 81st Academy Awards as Best Foreign Film

Wed	

NOV 5

7:45 PM-9:35 PM

Sponsored By: Dolles/Ibach’s Candy By The Sea

thurs	nov 6

8:45 pm-10:45 pm

Sun	

10:00 Am-11:55 am

Sponsored By: Dolphin Dreaming

NOV 9

Sponsored By: Cape Gazette

The first independent film to come out of Jordan, Captain
Abu Raed will be remembered for more than its historical
significance. It is also a beautiful, life-affirming account of the
power of storytelling and an ode to the ordinary people we meet
along life’s path who change our destiny. Abu Raed is an old
airport janitor who has always dreamed of seeing the world,
but he has only experienced it vicariously through books and
brief encounters with travelers. In his poor neighborhood, Abu
Raed befriends a group of children who show up at his door one
morning wanting to hear about his adventures around the world.
Because he sports a discarded captain’s hat, they all think he
was an airline pilot. As their relationships deepen, Abu Raed

discovers the grim realities of their lives and tries to make a
difference. With Jordan as a backdrop, the film glows rich in hue
and texture, and director Amin Matalqa is an expert at drafting a
wide range of human characters to fill the screen. For Abu Raed,
dreaming of a different life is a magical thing, but taking action
and helping others, no matter what the risk, may be the greatest
personal gift of all.
[Dir. Amin Matalqa, 2007, Jordan, video, 110 mins. In Arabic
with English subtitles]
Website: www.captainaburaed.com
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Cherry Blossoms:
Hanami
Golden Bear (Best Film) Berlin International Film Festival
German Film Awards Outstanding Feature Film

wed	
Nov 5
fri	nov 7
Sat	
NOV 8

One of Germany’s foremost filmmakers and multiple awardwinning directors, Doris Dörrie, reconfirms her exceptional talent
with this tender, emotionally intense and profoundly moving
story of marital love. Only Trudi knows that her husband Rudi is
suffering from a terminal illness. It is up to her to tell him or not.
The doctor suggests that they do something together, perhaps
something they were long planning to do. Trudi decides not to
tell her husband about the gravity of his illness and to follow the
doctor’s advice. She convinces Rudi to visit their children and
grandchildren in Berlin. But once they arrive, they realize that
their children are so busy with their own lives that they have no

5:30 PM-7:40 pm
2:05 PM-4:20 pm
12:15 PM-2:30 PM

time for them. Then, suddenly, Trudi dies. Rudi is devastated and
has no idea what to do next. From his daughter’s girlfriend he
learns that Trudi’s love for him had led her to forego the life that
she had wanted to live. He begins to see her with new eyes and
vows to make up for her lost life. And so he embarks on his last
journey - to Tokyo, in the midst of the cherry blossom festival, a
celebration of beauty, impermanence and new beginnings.
[Dir. Doris Dorrie, 2008, Germany, 35mm, 126 mins. In English,
German and Japanese with English subtitles]

Continental, A Film
without Guns
(Continental, Un Film Sans Fusil)
Best Film Jutra Awards of Canada
Best Canadian First Film Toronto International Film Festival

Thurs	nov 6
FRI
NOV 7
sat	
NOV 9
A Man wakes up on a bus and everybody is gone. Night has fallen.
He gets off the bus and finds himself at the edge of a forest. The
road is veiled in darkness. Sounds are coming from deep within
the woods. The Man enters the forest and disappears into the
night. Continental stages four characters whose lives will subtly
intertwine due to this sudden disappearance. Lucette is the
Man’s wife who anxiously awaits her husband’s return. Louis is
a young traveling salesman who accepts the job that was held
by the missing man. This job puts pressure on his family and
his relationship with his wife. Chantal is a hotel receptionist who
dreams of sharing her life with someone special. She is the type
of kind, yet forgetful, individual who leaves herself messages on

2:20 pm-4:10 pm
12:10 PM-2:00 PM
4:10 PM-6:00 PM

her answering machine. Marcel is an ex-gambler who confronts
the realities of aging. Although told separately, these stories end
up intersecting and mirroring each other just enough that some
measure of their quiet desperation dissipates and each can find
change. A bittersweet black comedy, Continental takes a fresh look
at the vulnerability of individuals and the fragile link that unites us
to one another. Brilliant and understated comic timing and draws
us into this irresistible, quirky and intriguing world.

[Dir. Stephane LaFluer, 2007, Canada, 35mm, 103 mins. In
French with English subtitles]
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Crazy
Best Feature Charleston International Film Festival
Best Picture Breckinridge Festival of Film
Best Picture Hoboken Film Festival/Best Picture Big Island Film Festival

wed	

NOV 5

6:00 PM-7:50 PM

thurs	nov 6

6:55 PM-8:45 pm

FRI

NOV 7

7:00 PM-8:50 PM

SAT

NOV 8

12:30 PM-2:25 PM

sponsored by: Grifasi Eyecare & Optical III, Inc

sponsored by: Mosiac - The Rehoboth Beach Gallery Collective	
Sponsored by: Conceirge by the Sea, Inc.
Sponsored by: WXPn FM

Inspired by the life of Hank Garland, Crazy is the story of a
legendary guitar player who emerged from Nashville in the
1950’s. Blessed with incomparable, natural talent, Hank quickly
established his reputation as the finest session player in
Nashville. Artists such as Roy Orbison, Patsy Cline, The Everly
Brothers and Elvis all sought Hank for their recordings. Moving
effortlessly from country, to rock-a-billy, to jazz, Hank was
also recognized by the likes of Dave Bruebeck, Gary Burton,
Joe Morello and Joe Benjamin. The 50’s Nashville scene was
unique – dominated by a group of executives and musicians
who controlled the industry. Hank, in his pursuit of musical
excellence, often came into conflict with the business, which
he found restrictive and frustrating. But it was his relationship
with his wife, Evelyn, which may have led to his demise.

Beautiful, Evelyn was unlike any woman Hank had ever
encountered when he met her during a show in Chicago. She
excited and fascinated him, and turned a whirlwind romance
into an almost instant marriage. But Evelyn was not all she
appeared to be, and when confronted with the reality of Hank’s
obsessive dedication to his music, began to demonstrate a
desperate need to make him love only her. But 43 years after
Hank disappeared from music, his guitar lives on in a number
of hit records, and one, amazing solo jazz effort.
[Dir. Rick Bieber, 2007, US, 35mm, 104 mins.]
Website: www.crazy-themovie.com

Days and Clouds
(Giorni e Nuvole)
Thurs	 NOV 6
FRI
NOV 7
sun	nov 9

Director Sivio Soldini (Bread and Tulips) again tackles the
subject of middle aged women undergoing transformations. Elsa
is an aspiring art historian who has returned to school to get her
degree; she passes much of her time engrossed in a delicate
restoration project. As she gently scrapes away at the ceiling
of an ancient chapel, long-hidden angels gradually surface into
the light of day. Much to her surprise, another form of reality
also emerges from the shadows to cast a very different kind of
light into her life. Elsa’s husband, a well-heeled partner in a
shipping firm, abruptly informs her that they have to sell their
beautiful apartment. He has been forced out of the company by
his partner. Little quarrels soon erupt over money, and Soldini
minutely documents the subtle changes that begin to undermine

2:40 PM-4:45 PM
10:20 am-12:20 PM
10:15 am-12:15 pm

their relationship. Both of them set out to find work in response
to the upheaval, but inevitably, husband and wife react to their
new circumstances in quite different ways. When they move into
a smaller and cheaper apartment, the schisms in their marriage
begin to show and only when they part do they realize that they
risk losing their most precious possession: the love that binds
them. The sadly familiar travails of Elsa and Michele’s marriage
become wonderfully transcendent in the hands of Soldini and his
two principal actors.
[Dir. Silvio Soldini, 2007, Italy/Switzerland, 35mm, 115 mins.
In Italian with English subtitles]

Drifting Flowers
(Piao Lang Qing Chun)
thurs	nov 6
FRI
NOV 7
SAT
NOV 8

Drifting Flowers is an alluring Taiwanese love story skillfully
woven together in three parts. Each set in a different time
period, the story’s heroines unabashedly seek their true
identities in balance with the worlds in which they live. In
the first scenario, 8-year-old Meigo is literally the eyes for
her blind sister Jing, a responsibility she loves. Every night
after school she carefully walks her big sister to a singing
gig at a local bar. One night, a new accordion player named
Diego joins the backup band. Both Meigo and Jing soon fall
for this suave butch dyke, and the bittersweet love causes
friction for all. The second scenario is a beautiful story of loss
and rekindled friendship. Lily quietly struggles alone with
Alzheimer’s, longing for the day when her missing girlfriend,

6:30 pm-8:15 pm
12:45 PM-2:30 PM
5:00 PM-6:45 PM

Ocean, will walk through the door. Instead, her long-lost,
cross-dressing, pseudo-husband -- reminiscent of her lover
-- shows up on Lily’s doorstep. Their fragmented friendship
grows beautifully into an inseparable bond that tugs at the
heart. Coming full circle, the third segment features Diego
during her teen years, fighting her traditional family, binding
her breasts and falling in love for the first time. Brilliant
director Zero Chou (Spider Lilies) deftly merges these
bittersweet personal journeys as they navigate finding their
place in the ebbs and flows of life.
[Dir. Zero Chou, 2007, Taiwan, 35mm, 97 mins. In Taiwanese
with English subtitles]

Empties

(Vratne Lahve)
Karlovy Vary Audience Award Best Film
Czech Lion (Czech Oscars) for Audience Award Best Film

Thurs	
FRI

NOV 6
NOV 7

12:20 PM-2:10 PM
7:20 PM-9:10 PM

Sat	

NOV 8

12:05 PM-1:55 PM

Sponsored by: Comcast Spotlight

Sponsored by: Betty & Gary Grunder

A delightfully, whimsical tale about the eventful postretirement life of a schoolteacher, his patiently understanding
wife, and the many enterprises he undertakes to keep
busy. Josef (memorably played by Zdenek Sverák,) is an
exasperated school teacher, who one day decides that he’s
had enough with the unruly students. A fun-loving energetic
man, he quickly discovers that the quiet, relaxed life of
retirement neither suits him nor his linguist wife Eliška, so
Josef re-enters the workforce, first as a bike messenger
(not a good idea for a 65-year-old), then at a supermarket
handling bottle returns. There, Josef mischievously meddles
into the private and romantic lives or customers, co-workers
and even his daughter, whose marriage is falling apart.
With computerization threatening that job, and facing his

40th wedding anniversary, the usually self-centered man
must deal with his past actions in a kind of late-middle-age
enlightenment. Needing special attention is his strained
relationship with his wife, hurt, and angry over years of
indiscretions and non-communication. Can the two work out
their differences as they face a new chapter in their lives?
Empties is a tender, bittersweet dramedy from the Oscarwinning (Kolya) Sverák team.
[Dir. Jan Sverak, 2007, Czech Republic, 35mm, 103 mins. In
Czech and German with English subtitles]
Website: www.vratnelahve.cz
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The Galilee Eskimos
(Eskimosim Ba Galil)
Winner Best Film Berlin Jewish Film Festival

wed	nov 5
thurs	 NOV 6
fri	
NOV 7

8:00 pm-9:40 pm
5:10 PM-6:55 PM
12:00 PM-1:45 PM

Sponsored by: Coast Press/Beachcomber/delmarvanow!com

This astonishingly moving film depicts a group of elderly
kibbutz inhabitants who wake up one morning to find that
everyone else has abandoned them. It seems their beloved
kibbutz is broke, and with it their old-fashioned dreams for a
meaningful, cooperative future are halted. Yuppie developers
are salivating over the land, which they want to transform into
a disco-gambling complex a la Las Vegas. The 12 self-styled
“Eskimos,” taking their name from the supposed Eskimo
custom of leaving their elderly to die alone, are shocked from
drowsy complacency into action. They unite in their goal of
defending their home in ways they never did as members of the
kibbutz. While a serious subject, the story plays out as a wry
comedy in which the elders not only find ways to survive, but

prepare to kick butt and take names. The filmmakers’ love for
their subject is evident: writer Joshua Sobol, the great Israeli
playwright, lived on a kibbutz for eight years, and co-author/
director Jonathan Paz dedicates his story to his parents,
founders of the kibbutz movement. Their finely-wrought film,
featuring marvelous performances by all the “Eskimos,” is full
to bursting with yearning for the past, but also of hope for the
future.
[Dir. Jonathan Paz, 2007, Israel, 35mm, 99 mins. In Hebrew
with English subtitles]
Website: www.eskimosim.com

The Grocers Son
(Le Fils de l’epicier)
thurs	 NOV 6
fri	nov 7
sat	
NOV 8

Antoine Sforza, a thirty-year-old man, left his village ten years
before in order to start a new life in the big city, but now that
his father, a traveling grocer, is in the hospital after a stroke,
he reluctantly returns to replace him in his daily rounds. Back
in the village, accompanied by Claire, a young woman he loves
but who hesitates to commit herself, he does the job halfsatisfactorily. Too blunt, not in harmony with the locals, he
offends them more than he serves them. Fortunately Claire,
who has more business acumen, helps him to improve his
skills. Antoine gradually warms up to his experience in the
country and his encounters with the villagers, who initially
seem stubborn and gruff, but ultimately prove to be funny
and endearing. On the other hand, the relationships are tense

4:20 PM-6:05 PM
12:30 pm-2:15 pm
12:25 PM-2:10 PM

with his brother François and even worse with his father, who
despises him. So when the latter is back in the village, the
situation deteriorates. The film is a gorgeous, modest, and
quietly intoxicating valentine to rural life that is ultimately,
about the coming-of-age of a man rediscovering life and love
in the countryside. This small gem of a film is the second
feature directed by Éric Guirado, who prepared for it by filming
portraits of traveling tradesmen in southern and central
France.
[Dir. Eric Guirado, 2007, France, 96 mins. In French with
English subtitles]
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How About You
wed	nov 5
thurs	nov 6

8:05 pm-9:45 pm
8:30 pm-10:15 pm

Fri	nov 7

6:45 pm-8:30 pm

sun	

1:00 PM-2:45 PM

Sponsored by: Irish Eyes Pub & Restaurant
Sponsored by: Tanger Outlet Center

NOV 9

sponsored by: In Memory of Harold Radalin

With an all star cast including Vanessa Redgrave, Brenda
Fricker, Imelda Staunton and Joss Acland and based on the
award winning short story by best-selling novelist Maeve
Binchy, How About You tells the tale of Ellie, a footloose and
fearless young woman who is left in charge of a residential
home owned and run by her older sister Kate, over the
Christmas period. While most of the residents have gone
home to spend the holidays with their families, four grumpy
old residents known as the “hardcore” remain: retired screen
beauty Georgia (Redgrave), spinster sisters Hazel (Staunton)
and Heather (Fricker), and a reformed alcoholic judge, Donald
(Ackland). They have all led interesting and full lives, but

now in their twilight years, they have been impossible to live
with – rude and objectionable but hilariously funny. In fact,
their behavior is so terrible that the home faces closure as
potential new residents are put off by their appalling antics.
Ellie would seem no match for the “hardcore” but when she
is pushed to the very limits, she decides to take them on. In
the end, not only does Ellie succeed at beating the uncivilized
seniors at their own game, she herself has changed in
unexpected ways…I’ll be in a home for the holidays…How
about you?
[Dir. Anthony Byrne, 2008, Ireland, 35mm, 100 mins.]

Humboldt County
Thurs	
fri	
SAT
SUN

At the edge of the continent and on the margins of society
is a region nicknamed ‘The Lost Coast.’ It is there, amongst
California’s breathtaking redwood forests, that the last remnants
of the hippie generation live under the radar and off the grid.
After receiving a failing grade from a demanding professor who
just happens to be his father, UCLA medical student Peter Hadley
drowns his sorrows in a jazz club, where he catches the eye of
a sultry singer named Bogart. One thing leads to another, and
Peter awakens far away in the Humboldt County community
where Bogart is, at best, an occasional resident. She takes off,
but he remains, reluctantly, the houseguest of a family headed
by Jack, a physics professor who dropped out of academia
decades earlier for a counterculture life of raising and smoking

NOV 6
NOV 7
NOV 8
NOV 9

12:10 PM-1:55 PM
5:05 PM-6:50 PM
12:10 PM-1:55 PM
10:00 AM-11:45 AM

pot. Along with Rosie his Earth Motherly wife, Jack dotes on his
precocious granddaughter Charity while Max the girl’s mercurial
father, tends to the “family business.” Max greets Peter with a
hectoring sarcasm that suggests he isn’t the first stray Bogart
has brought home, and then abandoned. Humboldt County is a
sharply observed, subtly detailed depiction of the cultural clash
that results when an educated outsider immerses himself in a
different socio-economic milieu. Welcome to Humboldt County,
the intoxicating capital of a radical state of mind.
[Dirs. Danny Jacobs & Darren Grodsky, 2008, US, 35mm, 97 mins.]
Website: www.humboldtcountymovie.com

Let the Right One In
(Låt den rätte komma in)
Tribeca Film Festival Best Narrative Feature

Thurs	
FRI

NOV 6
NOV 7

3:00 PM-5:00 PM
4:50 PM-6:50 PM

SAT

NOV 8

8:35 PM-10:35 PM

Sponsored by: Dogfish head craft brewed ales

As much coming-of-age story as vampire tale, Let the Right
One In is both elliptical and tender and does its unsettling
work quietly. Twelve-year-old Oskar lives in a drab village
outside Stockholm, where by day he’s the victim of relentless
bullying, and by night he dreams of revenge. Slipping out of
sight of his single mother, Oskar fills a notebook with news
on the gruesome killings that have set neighborhood nerves
on edge-someone is tying people up, breaking their necks,
and draining their blood. One night, an apparition appears
on the decaying jungle gym behind him: Eli, the new girl next
door. The two misfits befriend each other, Eli coaching Oskar
in bravery, Oskar awakening Eli’s hunger for love. But Eli,
alas, needs something more-blood. Director Tomas Alfredson

treats the fantastic as the everyday stuff of life in Let the Right
One In. Though there are moments of gore, Alfredson handles
them with a restrained precision, and the eerie stillness of
the scenes makes them shudderingly memorable. Though
dark themes prevail, the essence of the film lies mainly in the
relationship between Oskar and Eli, tactfully portrayed by the
talented young actors. The two emit a natural innocence even
within the gloomy storyline, conveying a constant sense of
hope.
[Dir. Tomas Alfredson, 2008, Sweden, 35mm, 114 mins. In
Swedish with English subtitles]

Love Comes Lately
wed	nov 5

6:15 pm-7:45 pm

Thurs	
FRI
SAT

7:15 PM-8:50 PM
4:35 PM-6:10 PM
9:25 PM-10:55 PM

sponsored by: Kitchen & Company

A self-appointed bachelor living in New York City, Max Kohn
(Otto Tausig) is an accomplished writer whose waking life
regularly commingles with his imaginary one. Max’s longtime
girlfriend, Riesle (Rhea Perlman), is the perfect rock to which
Max anchors himself, but she is absolutely certain in her
suspicion that Max is cheating on her. Love Comes Lately is a
film about real and imagined longings, the never-ending dream
of love, and the power of fiction. On several occasions, we fall
down the rabbit hole of Max’s imagination, where he embodies
the lives of both a retiree named Simon and a sympathetic
gent named Henry. During these sojourns into Max’s head and
manuscripts, love and murder are just part of the landscape.

NOV 6
NOV 7
NOV 8

Max’s real life takes an interesting turn when he runs into
Rosalie (Barbara Hershey), a former student who always had a
crush on him. Director Jan Schütte masterfully evokes many
quirky and wonderfully detailed worlds that seamlessly shift
between reality and fantasy. Based on a collection of short
stories by Nobel Prize–winning author Isaac Bashevis Singer,
Love Comes Lately is a reminder to enjoy the present—in all its
variations.
[Dir. Jan Schutte, Germany, 2007, 35mm, 86 mins. In English]
Website: www.kino.com/lovecomeslately
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Mirageman
Best Film Austin Fantastic Film Festival

thurs	
sat	

NOV 6
NOV 8

12:15 PM-1:50 PM
5:20 PM-6:55 PM

Sponsored by: Dogfish head craft brewed ales

*This film is part of the Latin American Cinema Now sidebar

An unlikely superhero emerges from the streets of Santiago
to fight crime in this thrill ride that’s often funny and always
action-packed. Meet Marko Zaror, Chile’s first martial arts
icon. He has the quickness of Jackie Chan, the fighting skill
of Jet Li and the physical prowess of The Rock (for whom
he served as stunt double). In this, his second feature, he
plays Maco, a strip club bouncer by day, aspiring martial
artist by night. On his walk home one night, Maco prevents
an attempted rape. At first, he doesn’t think twice about
the event. But when the news clip of him saving the woman
revitalizes his previously traumatized brother, he decides to
become a superhero complete with an alternate persona in
the hopes of once again inspiring his sibling. Director Ernesto

Diaz Espinoza -- a childhood friend of Zaror’s -- injects a
strong sense of craft into what could otherwise be a standard
issue action flick. Using long takes and the freedom of a
handheld camera, he applies the aesthetics of French New
Wave cinema to Maco’s superhero misadventures, and the
results are hilarious and exciting. Zaror as the brawn and
Espinoza as the brains prove once and for all that it doesn’t
take a big budget or a 50-man stunt team to kick butt and
take names and have some fun along the way.
[Dir. Ernesto Diaz Espinoza, 2007, Chile, video, 90 mins. In
Spanish with English subtitles]

Mister Foe
(Hallam Foe)
Independent Jury Prize Berlinale

thurs	 NOV 6
fri	nov 7
sat	
NOV 8

Hallam Foe (Jamie Bell, Billy Elliot) is a loner and a dreamer
with voyeuristic tendencies and an apparent Oedipus complex.
Unable to deal with his stepmother, who he believes murdered
his mother, he runs away to Glasgow. Following a beautiful
woman -- who bears a striking resemblance to his mother -- to
the downtown hotel where she works, he talks his way into a job
as a dishwasher. With nowhere to go, he squats in the hotel’s
clock tower, which allows him a bird’s-eye view of the city and
the apartment belonging to his object of affection. Improbably,
a round of drinks on his birthday lands him a shot with the girl
of his dreams, but that’s just the beginning of a film whose
trajectory is completely unpredictable. Hallam Foe is one of the
most memorable and disarmingly likable, troubled outsiders to

12:00 PM-1:40 PM
10:30 am-12:10 pm
10:00 aM-11:40 aM

hit screens in some time, and Jamie Bell delivers a tour de force
performance. Hallam’s demons are close to the surface, and
some of his behavior is indefensible, but somehow it’s always
clear that he is harmless and as sympathy-worthy as a wounded
animal. The film’s stormy exuberance and youthful sense
of desperation is irresistible, but an infectious humor keeps
the movie light. The fantastic, jangly indie rock soundtrack is
another highlight of this seductive tale of late adolescence.
[Dir. David Mackenzie, 2007, UK, 35mm, 95 mins.]
Website: http://www.thefilmfactory.co.uk/hallamfoe/

Newcastle
Thurs	
FRI
SAT

Seventeen-year-old Jesse lives in Newcastle, the center of
Australia’s booming coal industry and home to some of the
country’s most beautiful surfing beaches. The stark contrast of
these surroundings encapsulates Jesse’s choices in life: will
he become the champion surfer his older brother Victor failed
to be, or will he follow in Victor’s footsteps toward bitterness
and self-destruction? As Jesse grapples with his own selfsabotaging tendencies, his twin brother Fergus struggles with
his own sexuality while trying to fit in with Jesse’s surfing
crowd, and Victor strives to overcome rage over his failed
dreams. When Jesse and Fergus decide to sneak away for a
weekend to camp out and surf with a group of friends, they set
off a chain of events that could change their lives forever. After
Victor unexpectedly arrives on the scene, new relationships are

NOV 6
NOV 7
NOV 8

12:00 PM-1:55 PM
7:15 PM-9:10 PM
2:35 PM-4:35 PM

formed, friendships are altered, and the brothers may never
see each other in the same way again. Born in Newcastle,
Delaware, writer and director Dan Castle crafts an impressive
feature debut-combining the ravishing elements of surfing
movies with a compelling family drama. The cast is an incredible
ensemble of up-and-comers that make both the visceral surfing
sequences and tender emotional scenes seem effortless. While
the brothers’ complicated relationship forms the crux of the
film, the waves and the beaches of Newcastle can also rightly
claim a starring role.
[Dir. Dan Castle, 2008, Australia, 35mm, 107 mins.]
Website: www.newcastlemovie.com

The New World
(La Nouveau Monde)
Thurs	
FRI

Lucie and Marion are in love and, as their relationship grows,
so does Lucie’s desire to experience motherhood and to
share that experience with Marion. The prospect of starting a
family brings mounting complications for these two beautiful,
young women living a fast-paced life in Paris. Everyone has
an opinion for them: Their friends, their co-workers and their
families all feel compelled to weigh in on the best road to
take, or whether to begin the journey at all. When the happy
couple finally takes the plunge, the hopes and dreams that
once brought them together begin to pull them apart. Soon
there are more questions than answers in this warm and witty
exploration of a modern family’s origin. What role, if any, will
the father of their child play? Is a father even necessary in

NOV 6
NOV 7

12:30 PM-2:05 PM
5:00 PM-6:35 PM

the world of a contemporary lesbian couple? As the due date
approaches, Lucie’s maternal instincts surge, while Marion
begins to question her place in the life she thought she had
all figured out. With their lives on the verge of changing
forever, they seek approval from their families, watch friends
struggle with their own children and try to overcome financial
insecurities. But until the old world catches up to them, it’s up
to Lucie and Marion to make this new world they’ve entered
their own.
[Dir. Etienne Dhaene, 2008, France, video, 90 mins. In French
with English subtitles]
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Not By Chance
(Nao Por Acaso)

Silver Hugo Chicago International Film Festival

WED
NOV 5
thurs	nov 6
FRI
NOV 7

6:05 PM-7:50 PM
8:35 pm-10:20 pm
6:00 PM-7:45 PM

SAT

7:25 PM-9:10 PM

Sponsored by: Atlantic Sands & The Breakers

NOV 8

Sponsored by: Dolles/Ibach’s Candy By The Sea

*This film is part of the Latin American Cinema Now sidebar
Do we control our own destiny? Can a twist of fate
change who we are? These are questions at the core of
this fascinating and dramatic character study set on the
vibrant streets of São Paulo, Brazil. Enio thrives on order. A
middle-aged traffic controller who lives alone in a cramped
apartment, he is happiest when applying mathematical
formulae to the potentially random behavior of people in cars.
Across town, thirty-something Pedro builds billiard tables.
When he’s not diagramming the geometric motion of pool
balls or competing in billiard tournaments, he spends time
with his adoring girlfriend. Life is organized and predictable
for these two strangers. But when a dreadful tragedy rocks
their world, Enio and Pedro are forced out of the routine
existence they have worked so hard to create. As the shellshocked duo deals with the uncertainty of suddenly upside-

down lives in different and disturbing ways, the film exposes
the fragile line between order and chaos. The director
uses a voyeuristic, natural style to get inside the heads of
these complicated people and show how they navigate new
environments and relationships. Stirring performances by
the ensemble cast combine with electrifying shots of this
stimulating city to create an urgent mood throughout. Like
Amores Perros and Crash, Not by Chance explores how
seemingly random events can generate human connections
and possibilities that no one can predict.
[Dir. Philippe Barcinski, 2007, Brazil, 35mm, 100 mins. In
Portuguese with English subtitles]
Website: www.notbychancemovie.com

The Pope’s Toilet
(El Bano del Papa)

San Sebastian Film Festival Horizon Award
Sao Paulo Film Festival International Jury Award

Thurs	
FRI
SAT

NOV 6
NOV 7
NOV 8

2:50 PM-4:40 PM
10:15 aM-11:55 aM
2:55 PM-4:45 PM

*This film is part of the Latin American Cinema Now sidebar

This sweet, humanistic drama follows the lives of one family in a
shabby Uruguayan town as they prepare for a papal visit. Based
on the true story of a 1988 papal visit to the small Uruguayan
village of Melo, this comic drama tells the tale of a smuggler’s
desperate, bungling attempts to escape his meager existence.
Elegantly crafted with style and humor, The Pope’s Toilet
accurately depicts small town life in South America. Melo has
no factories, no tourist business and no large employers. Many
of the residents scrape by with illegal smuggling from nearby
Brazil. The news that Pope John Paul II is to visit causes the
townspeople to plan for an influx of 50,000 people. They smuggle
fireworks, food, liquor and anything else they can think to sell in

an attempt to profit from the visit. Beto has a better idea -- he’ll
use his meager savings to construct a pay toilet for the visitors.
His weary wife goes along with the scheme -- he’s a dreamer,
a fact she accepted long ago. César Troncoso gives a terrific
performance as Beto, a man with no luck, on a drive to change
his life for the better. Framed within the colorful chaos of the
village’s preparations, Beto’s unusual quest makes for high
drama and laughs in this fast-moving fun tale of capitalism.
[Dirs. Enrique Fernandez and Ceasar Charlone, 2007,
Uruguay, 35mm, 97 mins. In Spanish with English subtitles]

Save Me
thurs	
fri	

Save Me is a subtly nuanced and deeply sympathetic look at
both sides of one of the most polarizing religious and sexual
debates in America: the conflict - and possible reconciliation
- between homosexuality and Christianity. Mark (Chad Allen
from Dr. Quinn Medicine Woman) is a young gay man who is
addicted to sex and drugs. After a particularly nasty binge, his
brother checks him into Genesis House, a Christian retreat in
New Mexico miles from anywhere. Run by a compassionate
husband and wife team, Gayle (Judith Light) and Ted (Stephen
Lang) have made it their life’s mission to cure young men of
their ‘gay affliction’ through spiritual guidance. At first, Mark
resists, but soon takes the message to heart and begins to
bond with his fellow residents...in particular Scott (Robert

NOV 6
NOV 7

8:25 PM-10:10 PM
10:00 AM-11:40 AM

Gant from Queer as Folk), a mentor charged with guiding
Mark through his conversion. As their friendship evolves
into romance, Mark and Scott are forced to confront their
true selves, while Gayle and Ted find the values they hold
as absolute truths to be threatened. Powerful, restrained
performances and a provocative yet believable plot bring
light to this contentious subject and offer healing, clarity and
understanding to anyone caught in the crosshairs of scripture
and sexual identity.
[Dir. Robert Cary, US, 2007, video, 96 mins.]
Website: www.firstrunfeatures.com/saveme_synopsis.html

The Secrets
(Ha-Sodot)
SAT

NOV 8

2:20 PM-4:30 PM

SUN

NOV 9

2:45 PM-4:50 PM

Sponsored By: Camp rehoboth

The Secrets is a profound story of love between two women at
an isolated Jewish seminary in Israel. Naomi is a passionate
devotee of the Torah, but her Orthodox family has arranged for
her to live out her years in domestic servitude as wife to a stern
student. She convinces her rabbi father to allow her to study
at an all-women’s seminary (or midrasha) in ancient Safed,
the birthplace of Kabbalah, where the pious have studied the
mysteries of Jewish mysticism since time immemorial. There
she meets the cool, strong-willed Michelle - sent there by her
parents in an effort to tame her wildness - and they become fast
friends. Soon the two are assigned to visit and feed a dying and
reclusive older French woman named Anouk (Fanny Ardant),
who lives near the midrasha. Sparks fly between the two young
women as they endeavor to redeem Anouk from her tumultuous

and terrible past through an elaborate series of Kabbalistic
rituals that will cleanse the older woman of “the secrets.” By
the time the rituals are complete, none of the women will be the
same, as they are torn between religious devotion and desire.
Avi Nesher brilliantly tackles subjects taboo to a conservative
community, including feminism, sexual awakening and
lesbianism. Each character is tormented over what is right and
what is seemingly wrong.
[Dir. Avi Nesher, 2007, Israel, 35mm. 120 mins. In Hebrew and
French with English subtitles]
Website: www.thesecertsmovie.com
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Sizzle:
A Global Warming Comedy
fri	
sun	

Thanks to global warming, humanity may be approaching
its end soon. Unfortunately the general public seems to
feel they’ve heard enough about this, and are bored with
the subject. There remains only one reliable pathway to still
reach people -- COMEDY! In the great tradition of movies
like Dr. Strangelove (for atomic warfare), Life Is Beautiful
(the Holocaust), and M.A.S.H. (the Korean War), Sizzle uses
the comedy of a mockumentary/reality/documentary hybrid
to examine a deadly serious issue from a different, lighter
perspective. Director Randy Olson plays himself, an uptight
filmmaker on a mission to tell the scientific truth about the
state of the planet.The film comes complete with a Hummer
driving cameraman who interrupts interviews to say that

NOV 7
NOV 9

2:20 PM-4:05 PM
2:05 PM-3:45 PM

he thinks global warming is a scam, an endless quest for
a celebrity host, and - more centrally - experts who don’t
agree on much of anything. To make the film even more
interesting is the fact that Olson uses experts on each side of
the argument and uses their words to help us make up our
minds on the potential devastation caused by global warming.
Ranging from silly comedy to sharp satire to eye-opening
reality, Sizzle provides a fresh take on the most vital issue
facing humanity - the destruction of mother earth.
[Dir. Randy Olson, 2008, US, video, 85 mins.]
Website: www.sizzlethemovie.com

Steam
fri	

NOV 7

7:00 PM-9:15 PM

sat	

NOV 8

7:30 PM-9:45 PM

sun	

NOV 9

10:25 AM-12:30 PM

Sponsored by: nancy leggoe

Sponsored by: Nottinghill Coffee

Three very different women weave a fragile bond at their
local steam room, where they hope the hot water vapor
might wash away their loneliness, confusion and fear. During
her first year at college, Elizabeth (Kate Siegel) questions
her sexual identity and struggles to break free from her
strict Catholic parents. Middle-aged Laurie (Ally Sheedy)
is a single mother dealing with the psychological games
played by her ex-husband and the potential problems in a
relationship with a much younger man. And recent Academy
Award nominee Ruby Dee (American Gangster) gives another
award-worthy performance as Doris, an older woman facing
feelings of despair and emptiness after the death of her
husband. When she meets another man, she opens herself

up once again to the vulnerability of giving one’s heart to
another. Unbeknownst to them, these women share many
of the same struggles and joys and separately learn to find
strength, joy and beauty in their unique circumstances. By
interweaving the stories of their individual journeys, director
Kyle Schickner shows how age, race, class and religion have
little to do with matters of the heart. Ultimately; we all want
the same things: love and happiness. At times playful and
uplifting and other times heartbreaking, Steam speaks to the
universality of human experience and the resilient spirit that
allows us to rebound from struggle and emerge triumphant.
[Dir. Kyle Schickner, 2008, US, video,117 mins.]
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Tell No One

(Ne le dis á personne)
Best Film Lumiere Awards

wed 	nov 5
Thurs	 NOV 6
fri	
NOV 7

5:30 pm-7:40 pm
5:55 PM-8:10 PM
2:35 pm-4:45 pm

SUN

10:30 am-12:40 PM

sponsored by: Law Office of Jerome M. Capone

Based on popular American mystery writer Harlan Coben’s
international best-seller (6 million copies sold in 27 different
languages), this gripping and intricate French thriller follows
pediatrician Alex Beck. He is still grieving for his beloved wife
Margot who was murdered 8 years earlier. To make the situation
more unbearable, Alex was a main suspect in the murder.
When two different bodies are dug up, along with the key to a
safe containing incriminating photos and a baseball bat with
what may be Alex’s blood on it are discovered near the scene
of the crime, the police reopen the case and Alex becomes a
suspect once again. The mystery deepens when Alex receives
an anonymous e-mail, containing a link to a video that suggests
Margot is still alive and also containing an ominous message:

NOV 9

“Tell no one.” It’s not long before Alex, in the great tradition of
Hitchcock’s heroes, faces the exhausting dilemma of pursuing
a solution while being vigorously pursued by the law. Director
Guillaume Canet has assembled a spectacular cast of A-list
French talent who are perfect in carrying out the twist and turns
of the story. Tell No One effortlessly works as a stylish, complex
film, driven by characters that can appeal equally to the John
Grisham crowd and the art-house audience.
[Dir. Guillaume Canet, 2007, France, 35mm, 125 mins. In
French with English subtitles]
Website: www.tellnoonemovie.com

Time to Die
(Pora Umierac)
Best Film Polish Film Festival

wed	nov 5
Thurs	 NOV 6
SAT
NOV 8

8:20 pm-10:05 pm
9:05 PM-10:55 PM
2:50 PM-4:45 PM

SUN

12:35 PM-2:25 PM

Sponsored by: Siquis Ltd.

A wondrous performance from 91-year-old Polish actress
Danuta Szaflarska anchors this stunning cinematic sonnet
about the everyday existence and vivid memories of an
enchanting elderly woman. Aniela lives with her best friend,
Philo, an unusually expressive Border Collie, in a magnificent
but rundown mansion. Filled with dusty furniture and glowing
reminiscences, the home’s dilapidated state contrasts with the
lively spiritual energy around every corner. Alone and alert,
Aniela spends her days spying on the outside world, waiting
for a visit from her boorish son and bratty granddaughter and
taking an occasional swig from a brandy bottle. It soon becomes
clear Aniela is no run-of-the-mill senior citizen. Full of fiery
opinions and profound thoughts, Aniela has the vigor of a college
freshman. When she becomes convinced that her family and the
government are conspiring to take away her beloved house, she

NOV 9

takes matters into her own hands with surprising (and fitting)
results. Shot in gorgeous black and white, the film is a wonder to
behold. Using evocative lighting and creative, subtle setup, every
frame is an inspired work of art. Whether focused on the simple
peeling of an apple, an intricate dream sequence or just the
fascinating face of Szaflarska, the camera consistently conveys
the complicated emotions of Aniela’s inner life. This thoughtful,
beautiful memoir offers a quiet exploration of aging and the
magic of memories.
[Dir. Dorota Kedzierzawska, 2007, Poland, 35mm, 104 mins.
In Polish with English subtitles]
Website: www.kidfilm.pl

Tru Loved
Best Feature Audience Award at Santa Cruz Film Festival
Best of Fest Narrative Feature at the Breckinridge Film Festival

FRI
SAT

NOV 7
NOV 8

12:15 PM-2:00 PM
10:40 Am-12:25 PM

Sponsored by: Coastal Frameshop & Gallery

When her two moms uproot her from the comfortable trappings
of a San Francisco upbringing for a generic Southern California
suburb, high school sophomore Tru despairs. Surrounded by
homophobic football players, Paris and Nicole wannabes and a
doting but closeted English teacher, Tru escapes into fantasy:
she daydreams of living in a 1950s black-and-white Leave It to
Beaver-like household (with two moms and two dads, no less)
and imagines herself as a benevolent Maria in a Jets-versusSharks dance sequence. Astonished to win the attention of
the town’s star quarterback, Tru soon realizes that her new
“boyfriend” is simply another closet case. While protecting her
appearance-wary friend by putting on a public front, Tru finds
an outlet for her frustrations with her homogeneous high school
peers by co-founding a chapter of the Gay-Straight Alliance.

But now she must reconcile her very public positions on sexual
orientation with her private “gentleman’s agreement.” Tru
Loved is an examination of one adolescent’s courageous ability
to counter small-town small-mindedness, broaching tough
issues — interracial dating, gay parenting, school-sanctioned
homophobia — that the average after-school special eschews.
And, in the end, Tru actually finds true love. This family-friendly
film features appearances by Bruce Vilanch, Alec Mapa, A
Different World’s Jasmine Guy, Best in Show’s Jane Lynch and
David Kopay — the first openly gay professional athlete!
[Dir. Stewart Wade, 2008, US, video, 99 mins.]
Website: www.stewartwadefilms.com/truloved

Under The Bombs
Best Film Dubai International Film Festival
Human Rights Film Award at Venice International Film Festival

Thurs	 NOV 6
FRI
NOV 7
SAT
NOV 8
sun	nov 9

3:50 PM-5:35 PM
2:45 PM-4:30 PM
10:15 am-12:00 PM
10:35 am-12:20 pm

*This film is part of the War sidebar
In the summer of 2006, Lebanon was relentlessly bombed for
34 days in a row. Bold and riveting, Under the Bombs is Philippe
Aractingi’s captivating account of what happens next. Amidst
the smoke and turmoil, the beautiful, wealthy Zeina returns
from abroad in a frivolously bright blue dress that starkly
contrasts with the dark reality she faces. Desperate for a cab,
she meets Tony, an oddly-endearing driver who, because of her
beautiful eyes, risks the perilous drive to the heavily affected
southern region to search for her missing sister and son.
Against a scarred terrain of sun-drenched ruins, bombed-out
roads, and lush lands peppered with live cluster shells, Zeina
frantically grasps at strands of information to uncover her
family’s whereabouts. Meanwhile, an unlikely intimacy takes root
between Zeina and Tony that eludes romantic clichés to become
another kind of love: the recognition of a shared humanity that

renders differences of class, religion, and politics irrelevant.
Shot 10 days into the actual bombings with many non-actors,
Aractingi’s sophisticated film hovers willfully between narrative
and documentary, lending rare authenticity and access to an
emotionally powerful, fast-paced, and haunting story. Nuanced,
complex characters illuminate the personal trauma of war,
effectively leaving behind the reactionary politics of either
warring side, Hezbollah or the Israeli military. Instead, we are
offered the possibility of salvaged hope, new beginnings, and
ultimately, peace--from under the bombs.
[Dir. Philippe Aractingi, 2007, Lebanon, 35mm, 98 mins. In
Arabic with English subtitles]
Website: www.underthebombs.com
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Wendy and Lucy
fri	

NOV 7

8:10 PM-9:35 PM

sat	
sun	

NOV 8
NOV 9

7:10 PM-8:35 PM
12:20 PM-1:45 PM

Sponsored By: Steve Baker

Sponsored By: dogfish head craft brewed ales

In this gently and delicately layered film, Wendy (Michelle
Williams in an Oscar® worthy performance) drives into
a shabby Oregon town with her dog, Lucy. Every penny is
precious, so she tries to shoplift some dog food; but she’s
caught, and prosecuted. Upon returning she finds that Lucy’s
missing. What follows is Wendy’s long and difficult search
for Lucy. The simple becomes complex in this microscopic
tale about how, when you’ve got next to nothing, seemingly
navigable setbacks like a car breaking down or a dog
running away become insurmountable catastrophes. When
Wendy runs into genial, hippie-ish vagrants, their stories
make her decision to head to Alaska to look for work seem
like a good one, like freedom. But when her car breaks
down, she’s stranded in town. She has no place to sleep,

no phone number to give the pound should Lucy turn up,
and no address to get a temporary job to sustain her. The
people around Wendy are mostly indifferent to her perilous
descent into homelessness, with the exception of a security
guard at the Walgreen’s, whose small acts of kindness
and concern are heartrending. Quiet and unassuming yet
packing a powerful punch, Wendy and Lucy addresses issues
of sympathy and generosity at the edges of American life,
revealing the limits and depths of people’s duty to each other
in tough times.
[Dir. Kelly Reichardt, 2008, US, 35mm, 80 mins.]
Website: www.wendyandlucy.com

Were The World Mine
Audience Award Best Film, Florida Film Festival/Best GLBT Film, Nashville Film
Festival/Outstanding American Narrative Feature, Outfest (Los Angeles GLBT
Film Festival)/Audience Award for Best Film Torino Gay and Lesbian Film Festival/
Audience Award for Best Film Inside Out (Toronto Gay and Lesbian Film Festival)

SAT

NOV 8

6:30 PM-8:15 PM

SUN

NOV 9

2:50 PM-4:30 PM

Sponsored by: Jeff West home

Timothy is a gay boy stranded in a private, rugby-obsessed
boys’ school. But there’s just one thing about rugby he’s
obsessed with: the über-hot Jonathan. Both boys are
students in Ms. Tebbit’s English class. She’s a teacher with a
mission: to excite her students with the literature of the ages.
When she decides to cast these two boys as the romantic
leads in her production of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, you know she’s just as mischievous as Puck
himself. The rugby coach and townspeople are up in arms,
and Timothy sends himself off into musical gay fantasies that
look as if they’re designed by Pierre et Gilles. But Timothy
just can’t get the language right, and Ms. Tebbit advises the
boy to let the words work their magic. They do just that as
Timothy finds in the script the recipe for a potion to make
people gay! One spritz from Timothy’s magic pansy and

the person goes totally queer. The entire town (filled with
Christian fundamentalists) is whipped into a frenzy as the
glorious production night approaches. This deliciously surreal
confection is steered by first-time co-writer/director Thomas
Gustafson, whose award-winning 2003 short Fairies inspired
this bit of magic. The musical numbers are over-the-top,
production values are first-rate and the acting is as flawlessly
beautiful as the boys. We know the Bard would appreciate this
totally queer take on his immortal tale of mayhem.
[Dir. Thom Gustafson, 2008, US, video, 95 mins.]
Website: www.speakproductions.com

The World Unseen
Miami GLBT Film Festival Audience Award Best Film

fri	nov 7

8:15 pm-9:55 pm

SAT

10:10 AM-11:55 AM

Sponsored By: Jennifer Harpel, Morgan Stanley

NOV 8

Sponsored By: camp rehoboth

Early apartheid South Africa is an unlikely place to be free.
Yet here’s Amina, scandalizing her conservative Indian
community by living as she pleases. They gossip about her
wearing men’s clothes and taking women lovers; they wonder
if she’ll ever marry. Furthermore, Amina owns a successful
café with her “colored” business partner, Jacob. To skirt the
law, they pretend he is just an employee. Into this haven of
rebels comes young wife and mother, Miriam, who stuns
Amina with her shy beauty. Their immediate mutual attraction
surprises them both. Seeing such a self-possessed Indian
woman makes Miriam think and feel things she hasn’t
before. She discovers just how imprisoned she is in her
traditional marriage and starts to look for ways to have her
own voice and enter the larger world. As the two women

get to know each other through a series of driving lessons,
passion ensues, and events soon force them to stand up to
the ever-vigilant and volatile apartheid police. Bringing her
award-winning novel to the screen, director Shamim Sarif
gives us fully-realized characters resisting dehumanization
in a touching story of the daily fight for liberation and its
immediate rewards, where the beauty of the surrounding
land belies the turmoil in a system built on fear, hatred and
separation.
[Dir. Shamim Sarif, 2008, South Africa/UK, video, 96 mins.]
Website: www.theworldunseenfilm.com

XXY
Bangkok Film Festival Best Picture
Cannes Critics Week Grand Prix
Argentina’s Official Entry to the 80th Academy
Awards as Best Foreign Film

Thurs	
Fri	
SAT

XXY, Lucía Puenzo’s accomplished debut, explores the
painful search for gender identity of Alex, a hermaphrodite,
as she enters adolescence and is pressured by her parents
to “choose.” Alex’s ambiguity is painfully apparent. She is
forced to think about having her penis removed when her
parents invite a surgeon to their home in an isolated area of
the Uruguayan coast. He comes to visit with his wife and son,
Álvaro. Alex and Álvaro strike up a friendship and it soon
emerges that they are equally confused and curious about
sex, sexuality and gender. At the same time, they are obviously
much less confused and fearful than their parents, whose
prejudices often unknowingly hurt their children. Alex’s father,
Kraken, is the only adult who tries to understand the difficult
choice facing his child, and the only one who grasps the true

NOV 6
NOV 7
NOV 8

4:30 PM-6:10 PM
2:25 PM-4:05 PM
5:15 PM-6:55 PM

nature of Alex’s relationship with Álvaro. Gracefully shot,
including many scenes on deserted beaches, XXY tastefully
explores its subject matter with as little adornment as possible
– silences and atmosphere communicate much. The film’s
most astonishing trait is its openness and lack of judgment as
it tackles this difficult, emotional topic. Moving and forceful,
XXY virtually demands that people be given freedom of choice
in a tolerant and understanding atmosphere.
[Dir. Lucia Puenzo, 2007, Argentina, 35mm, 91 mins.
In Spanish with English subtitles]
Website: http://xxylapelicula.puenzo.com/main.html
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A Man Named Pearl
Heartland Film Festival Audience Choice Award

thurs	

NOV 6

6:25 PM-7:50 PM

fri	

NOV 7

8:30 PM-9:55 PM

sat	

NOV 8

2:15 PM-3:45 PM

Sponsored by: Sponsored by Jane and Ken Casazza

Sponsored by: Law Offices of Edward Gill In Memory of Lori Phillips

“In this life you’re gonna have obstacles. The thing about
it is, don’t let those obstacles determine where you go.”
Thus begins the extraordinary and inspiring story of Pearl
Fryar, a self-taught topiary artist (the barbering of trees
and shrubbery into figurative art), whose unlikely journey to
national prominence began with a bigoted remark - “Black
people don’t keep up their yards” - and ended in a celebration
of how one person can share the full expression of humanity
with the world. Fryar proved the doubters wrong the way
Michelangelo proved he could paint a ceiling, by fashioning
an extraordinary garden that has been featured in dozens
of magazines, newspapers and television programs. Pearl’s
topiary garden steers much-needed tourist dollars into the
area, the poorest county in South Carolina. But the impact

that Pearl and his art have had on his community is not just
economic. As Rev. Jerome McCray says of the garden: “It’s
the one place in all of South Carolina that people can go, both
black and white, and feel love.” Meticulously etched into the
ground in huge, flower-filled letters are three words: LOVE,
PEACE & GOODWILL. These are the guiding principles by
which Pearl lives his life and how he’s been “keeping up his
yard” for nearly thirty years.
[Dirs. Scott Galloway and Brent Pierson, US, 2007, 35mm,
78 mins.]
Website: www.amannamedpearl.com

The English
Surgeon
Best Film World Competition, SilverDocs Film Festival

THURS
SAT

What is it like to have God-like surgical powers, yet to
struggle against your own humanity? What is it like to try and
save a life, and yet to fail? Shot in a Ukrainian hospital full
of desperate patients and makeshift equipment, The English
Surgeon is an intimate portrait of brain surgeon Henry Marsh
as he wrestles with the dilemmas of the doctor-patient
relationship. “It’s like selling your soul to the devil, but what
can you do? My son had a brain tumor as a baby and I was
desperate for someone to help me. I simply can’t walk away
from that need in others.” Henry’s own emotional journey to
visit the mother of a young girl he tried to save years ago is

NOV 6
NOV 8

4:50 PM-6:30 PM
8:45 PM-10:20 PM

intercut with the story of a poor young man called Marian.
He is dying of a brain tumor said to be inoperable in Ukraine,
but has come to Kiev hoping that Henry can save him. Henry
believes he can, but only if Marian is awake throughout the
entire operation. With an original soundtrack by Nick Cave
and Warren Ellis, The English Surgeon openly confronts moral
and ethical issues which touch every one of us.
[Dir. Geoffrey Smith, UK, video, 93 mins.]
Website: www.theenglishsurgeon.com
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Gonzo:
The Life and Work of
Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
thurs	nov 6

12:20 pm-2:25 pm

Sponsored by: Coast Press/Beachcomber/delmarvanow!com

FRI
sat	

NOV 7
NOV 8

sponsored by: Cape Wine & Spirits

Gonzo, Alex Gibney’s paean to author, journalist, and selfstyled anti-hero, Dr. Hunter S. Thompson, is a multi-layered
visual, literary, and musical journey worthy of a man who
loved to shoot and aimed best with his typewriter. That’s
right—for all of his exploits with guns, drinking, drugs,
politics, women, and motorcycles, for the Doctor it all came
back to the words on the page. Thompson created gonzo
journalism, a harbinger of the currently popular “news”
programs, The Daily Show and The Colbert Report. But his
work always had what Colbert calls “truthiness.” Note his
comments on coverage of presidential candidate Ed Muskie:
“I never said Muskie was taking drugs. I said there was a
rumor he was taking drugs, and I started that rumor.” Of
course, Thompson didn’t merely comment on the news,

12:20 PM-2:25 PM
7:15 PM-9:20 PM

he lived it. Gibney’s film takes us on the ride that was his
life, intercutting the clear analysis (or mad ramblings?) of
the man himself with remarkably open interviews with his
first and second wives, Rolling Stone editor Jan Wenner,
illustrator Ralph Steadman and respectful opponents such
as Pat Buchanan. Gibney also incorporates scenes from
Terry Gilliam’s film adaptation of Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas, and uses the film’s star, Johnny Depp to give voice
to Thompson’s writing. Gonzo is a fitting testament to the
controlled chaos of its larger-than-life subject.
[Dir. Alex Gibney, 2007, US, 35mm, 120 mins.]
Website: www.huntersthompsonmovie.com

In A Dream
Emerging Artist Award Full Frame Documentary Film Festival and
SXSW Film Festival

thurs	
FRI

Isaiah Zagar’s distinct mixed-media mosaics that cover over
40,000 square feet of Philadelphia are perhaps the most
recognizable murals in the city. His wife Julia is the owner
of the well-respected Eyes Gallery and an artist in her own
right. Having met in art school, the couple made a home in
Philadelphia where they became parents and cornerstones of
the arts community. Filmmakers Jeremiah Zagar (the couple’s
son) and Jeremy Yaches have created a tremendous film that
both celebrates and exposes much more than the viewer could
possibly anticipate about its subjects. Spanning several years,
this incredibly raw and visceral film captures a turbulent time
for the Zagar family, involving shattering revelations and deep
personal questioning. Few people would have the courage to

NOV 6
NOV 7

2:10 PM-3:40 PM
12:50 PM-2:15 PM

allow such close scrutiny of their private lives unfolding and
unraveling, yet this family does even more. This documentary
is both a powerful testimony to the Zagar’s collective artistic
legacy and a heart-wrenching tale of a family in crisis, but by
no means is it a tragedy. In fact, the story covers decades of
triumph and ultimately affirms the strength of the Zagars in
all of its multi-faceted beauty. This fitting mosaic of film, video
and animation tied together with a driving score is simply
documentary filmmaking at its best.
[Dir. Jeremiah Zagar, 2008, US, video, 80 mins.]
Website: www.inadreammovie.com

Man on Wire
Sundance Grand Prize Jury Award
Sundance Grand Prize Audience Award

wed	

NOV 5

8:30 PM-10:00 PM

SPONSORED BY: Tanger Outlet Center

fri	nov 7
sat	nov 8
SUN
NOV 9

5:10 pm-6:45 PM
10:30 aM-12:05 PM
2:10 pM-3:45 PM

Sponsored by: Coast Press/Beachcomber/delmarvanow!com

August 7, 1974–A young Frenchman named Philippe Petit
steps out on a wire suspended 1,350 feet above ground
between the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center. He
dances on the wire with no safety net for almost an hour,
crossing it eight times before he is arrested for what becomes
known as “the artistic crime of the century.” In the months
leading up to his clandestine walk, Petit assembles a team
of accomplices to plan and execute his “coup” in the most
intricate detail. How do they pull it off? Moving between New
York and his secret training camp in rural France, Petit and
his team plot every detail. Like a band of professional bank
robbers, the tasks they face seem virtually insurmountable.

But Petit is a man possessed; nothing will thwart his mission
to conquer the world’s tallest buildings. Unfolding like a
delicious heist film, Man on Wire brings Petit’s extraordinary
adventure back to life with visceral immediacy ripened with
post-9/11 nostalgia. In candid interviews, Petit and all the
key participants relish this chance to tell their story. Buoyed
with eye-catching archival footage, clever dramatizations,
and delightful visual effects, filmmaker James Marsh, like his
daring subject, pulls off an astonishing coup.
[Dir. James Marsh, UK, 2008, 35mm, 90 mins. In English and
French with English subtitles]

Moving Midway
THURS
FRI
SAT

NOV 6
NOV 7
NOV 8

12:40 PM-2:25 PM
2:50 PM-4:35 PM
9:20 pM-11:00 pM

Sponsored by: Coast Press/Beachcomber/delmarvanow!com

Godfrey Cheshire’s richly-observed film about his family’s
Southern plantation - and the colossal feat of moving it to
escape urban sprawl - is a thoughtful and witty look at the
lingering remnants and still-powerful mythology of plantation
culture and the antebellum south. An award-winning film critic
turned film maker, Cheshire uses the relocation of his family’s
North Carolina plantation house to embark on a surprising and
multi-layered journey. While observing the elaborate, arcane
preparations for moving a centuries-old house over fields and
a rock quarry, unexpected human drama from both the living
and the dead emerges. A chance encounter leads Cheshire and
his cousins to discover a previously unknown African-American
branch of the family, who have their own take on Midway and
its legacy. Through the use of movies and music, and by turning

the camera on himself and his family, Cheshire examines
the Southern plantation in American history and culture,
including its impact on areas as diverse as music, movies and
contemporary race relations, and how the racial legacy from
the past continues into the present. Part present-tense family
drama, part cultural essay, the film also involves an ongoing
dialogue between Cheshire and Dr. Robert Hinton, an AfricanAmerican history professor whose grandfather was born a slave
at Midway Plantation.
[Dir. Godfrey Cheshire, 2008, US, 35mm, 96 mins.]
Website: www.movingmidway.com
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Song Sung Blue
thurs	

NOV 6

6:50 PM-8:20 PM

sat	

NOV 8

4:35 PM-6:05 PM

Sponsored by: Dogfish head craft brewed ales
Sponsored by: WXPN

Over eight years in the making, Greg Kohs’ debut film focuses
on a seemingly kitschy subject and reveals deep intimacy and
humanity just below the sequined surface. Mike and Claire
Sardina are a devoted couple who have achieved cult status in
their hometown of Milwaukee for their earnest and uncanny
renditions of Neil Diamond ballads. Decked out in spangled
outfits, Lightning & Thunder play to hooting crowds at local
bars and clubs. They even have one extraordinarily memorable
brush with fame when they open for Pearl Jam in 1995 at the
Wisconsin State Fair. It doesn’t take much for Lightning to coax
an amiable Eddie Vedder onstage to join them in a rendition
of “Forever in Blue Jeans,” which has a lasting impression
on them all. But a freak and tragic accident leaves Claire

suddenly immobile, and their dreams of Vegas are supplanted
by a reality of hospital visits, rehabilitation, unpaid bills, drug
addiction, family crises, and lost hopes. Through it all, the
camera keeps rolling, building a raw depiction of struggle,
loss, reconciliation, and redemption. Lyrics from the Neil
Diamond classic that gives the film its name say it best: “Song
sung blue. Everybody knows one. Song sung blue. Every garden
grows one.” Yet, Thunder & Lightning’s particular blues are no
garden variety.
[Dir. Greg Kohs, 2008, US, video, 85 mins.]
Website: www.songsungblue.com

Stranded:

I’ve Come from A Plane That
Crashed on the Mountains
Joris Ivens Award at the International Documentary
Film Festival in Amsterdamn

wed	
fri	

NOV 5
NOV 7

7:50 PM-10:00 PM
10:00 AM-12:15 PM

Sponsored by: Gaffney Family

*This film is part of the Latin American Cinema Now sidebar

In 1972 a plane carrying a Uruguayan rugby team crashed in
a remote corner of the Andes Mountains. Now over 30 years
later, director Gonzalo Arijon accompanies the survivors back
to the fateful site. The plane was filled with high-spirited
young men accompanied by a handful of their friends and
family. Many of them had never been away from home before.
For over 70 days they clung to life. Wearing only the summer
clothes on their backs, the surviving passengers had to go to
extraordinary lengths to survive. This new work follows the
survivors, now middle-aged, as they make their way back to
the site of the accident. Throughout their gorgeously-filmed
journey, they share memories of that fateful time when each
of them was close to death and impelled to do unimaginable
things in order to live another day. Even if you are familiar

with the facts surrounding this long sensationalized incident
(most famously in the fictional film Alive), you will be deeply
moved after hearing the first-hand testimony from the few who
gave themselves the chance to return to civilization. Director
Gonzalo Arijon’s film is a work of art. The recreated footage
was shot by Cesar Charlone, the cinematographer behind
The Constant Gardener and City of God. Arijon’s carefully
interwoven testimonies, reenactments and present-day scenes
combine to make an unexpectedly inspiring work.
[Dir. Gonzalo Arijon, 2007, France, video, 130 mins. In Spanish
with English subtitles]
Website: www.strandedthefilm.com

Trouble The Water
Sundance Grand Jury Prize
Full Frame Documentary Film Festival Grand Prize

Wed	

NOV 5

Sponsored By: Cape Gazette

thurs	 NOV 6
fri	
NOV 7
Sun	nov9

How is it that Hurricane Katrina managed to revolutionize
American attitudes about the environment, but somehow
the very people most devastated by the storm have become
refugees in their own country, and their experiences have
been all but forgotten? In Trouble the Water, this voiceless
population becomes vibrantly human, as documentarians
Tia Lessin and Carl Deal engage with native New Orleans
filmmaker and musician Kimberly Rivers Roberts and her
husband, Scott, to create a powerful, partly-autobiographical
survival story that reflects many of the lives of the people
of New Orleans. Kimberly’s chilling home footage of her
hometown before, during, and after the storm provides
a petrifying account that essentially rewrites most of the
media coverage of the disaster. Broadcast news stories of
rampant looting are transformed into ingeniously heroic

5:40 PM-7:15 PM
8:15 PM-9:55 PM
4:45 PM-6:20 PM
10:20 am-11:55 am

tales of survival, while recent stories of a thriving recovery
in New Orleans are exposed as a false bill of goods sold on
the backs of the disenfranchised. Trouble the Water makes
unapologetically clear that Hurricane Katrina rages on as an
unnatural disaster of governmental and journalistic neglect.
What is also truly amazing is that the levee protecting
Kimberly’s humanity against this devastating storm remains
firmly grounded in her deep-rooted love for New Orleans,
her family, and her art, and her enduring faith in her fellow
human beings.
[Dirs. Tia Lessin and Carl Deal, 2007, US, 35mm, 90 mins.]
Website: www.elsewherefilms.org

Under our skin
THURS

NOV 6

4:00 PM-5:50 PM

SAT

NOV 8

2:45 PM-4:40 PM

Sponsored By: Mrs. Peg Diggins

Sponsored By: Sandi Stanaitis and Dana Shotwell

Under Our Skin is a suspenseful and dramatic exploration
of the diagnosis and treatment of a dangerous epidemic:
chronic Lyme disease. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention admit that more than 200,000 people may be
infected with Lyme disease annually, more than new cases of
AIDS, West Nile Virus and Avian Flu combined. The medical
establishment, taking its cue from the Infectious Diseases
Society of America (IDSA)—some of whose members have
disturbing connections to the health insurance industry—state
that Lyme Disease is treatable with antibiotics, and that chronic
Lyme disease is usually psychosomatic. Such a conclusion
gives little comfort to long-suffering patients seeking relief.
Director Andy Abrahams Wilson follows six chronic Lyme
disease patients and a handful of maverick “Lyme-literate”
physicians who risk their medical licenses to successfully treat

the condition. The film features pathologist Alan MacDonald,
whose recent breakthrough links the Lyme infection to
microbial biofilms, which would justify classifying the disease
as chronic. Meanwhile, Connecticut Attorney General Richard
Blumenthal recently demonstrated that the IDSA excluded
medical evidence and even contrary views from within their
organization. Disturbing, if not terrifying, Under Our Skin is
what Wilson calls “a chilling tale of the pursuit of profit and
prestige at the expense of science and very
sick patients.”
[Dir. Andy Abrahams Wilson, 2008, US, video, 104 mins.]
Website: www.openeyepictures.com/underourskin
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10% SHORTS: I Won! I Won!

[Total running time for all 6 short films: 114 mins.]
So here is a collection of GLBT shorts that have been deemed the best of the best at film festivals throughout
North America. The designation of “best” may be as much a reflection on the audience tastes as it is the
quality of the shorts. Are the audiences in San Francisco more character and story focused? Do the New
York audiences go for the more “arty” films? In LA is it all about stroking the egos of the industry itself and
favoring the critical darlings? I guess the answers to these questions and more may lay in your reaction to
the assembled shorts….by the way, besides winning awards, I like them too.
Thurs	nov 6
Fri	nov 7
Sat	nov 8

2:35 pm-4:25 pm
2:40 pm-4:35 pm
12:20 pm-2:15 pm sponsored by: CAMP Rehoboth

Dire Straights

Congratulations Daisy Graham

Two women discuss their reservations about the way that
they are dressed (like a straight bride and groom) on their
wedding day.

In this passionate and empathetic short, the local high
school is honoring 70-year-old Daisy Graham, but she has
more important things on her mind: her mentally ill longterm partner.

[Dir. Carolina Roca-Smith, 2008, US, video, 7 mins.]
[Winner Programmers Award Best Female Short at
Philadelphia Gay and Lesbian Film Festival)

[Dir. Cassandra Nicolaou, 2007, Canada, video, 15 mins.]
[Winner Best Short Inside Out (Toronto) and Philadelphia
Gay and Lesbian)

No Bikini

Wrestling

At seven years old, Robin decides to go without her bikini
top at a summer camp – with surprising results!

A love story about two wrestlers who must keep their
relationship a secret from the inner world of Iceland’s
national and very macho sport.

[Dir. Claudia Morgado Escanilla, Canada, 2007, video, 9 mins.]
(Winner Best Short – Frameline and Newfest (New York)

Dir. Grimur Hakonarson, 2007, Iceland, 35mm, 21 mins. In
Icelandic with English subtitles]
(Winner Best Short – Philadelphia Gay and Lesbian)

short films

59

Short films
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I’m Jin-Young

Cowboy

Jin-Young, an irrepressible little girl, falls in love for the
first time.

Christian, a young city boy meets a cowboy in a small
village, but unlike the easy going attitude of most little
villages, life isn’t so easy in this one.

[Dir. Lee Sung-eun, 2007, South Korea, video, 19 mins. In
Korean with English subtitles]
[Winner Best Short – Outfest (Los Angeles]

[Dir. Till Kleinert, Germany, 35mm, 35 mins. In German
with English subtitles]
(Winner Best Short – Philadelphia Gay and Lesbian)

Dogfish Head Shorts
[will be screened at 5:10 PM on Saturday as a prelude to the Mirageman screening]
Dogfish Head Craft Brewery partnered with the Alamo Drafthouse in Austin, Texas for the 2008
Off-Centered Film Fest. Filmmakers from around the country submitted shorts to the third annual
competition and the top finishers were screened to sold-out crowds for two nights at the Alamo
Drafthouse Cinema in April. The Off-Centered Film Fest annually calls for short films (no more than
5 minutes) that are off-centered in nature and somehow connect to Dogfish Head beer. In addition
to bringing the top three winners to Austin, Texas for the Fest, Dogfish awards a cash prize ($2,000
First Place, $1,000 Second Place, $500 Third Place). Dogfish Head has supported the Rehoboth Beach
Independent Film Festival since its inception and is very proud to screen these selections from the 2008
Off-Centered Film Fest:
First Place: Simple Things, submitted by Daniel Dunning
(directed and produced by Daniel Dunning & Brian Reavey), Portland, Oregon (running time 5:55 min.)
Second Place: It’s Sumtin in DaBeer, submitted by Gordon DelGiorno
(directed and produced by Gordon & Greg DelGiorno), Wilmington, Delaware (running time 1:27 min.)
Third Place: Elixir, submitted by Lee Neighbors
(directed and produced by Lee Neighbors & Michael Huebner), Austin, TX (running time 4:18 min.)
For more information on Dogfish Head Craft Brewery and the Off-Centered Film Fest, please visit
www.dogfish.com. A Call For Entries for the 2009 Fest will be made later this year.

Remember the excitement of picking a bag with unknown contents and shivering with anticipation as you
opened it up to reveal the contents? This is like that…only different. You know the contents and the quality,
but the anticipation still remains. No theme prevails, no subject matter providing a cohesive tie-in, just a
bag full of good films.

Thurs	nov 6
Fri	nov 7
Sat	nov 8
sun	nov 9

5:00 pm-6:35 pm sponsored by: Sneaking Suspicions
8:50 pm-10:20 pm
10:20 am-11:55 am
2:50 pm-4:25 pm

The Hunter

The Last Farm

Based on the Tobias Wolff short story, “Hunters in
the Snow,” the film is a throwback. Anti-hip, anticontemporary, it is a story told in the classical tradition,
on classical 35mm black and white film with precise
and understated humor. Each winter, Tub hunts with
childhood friends Frank and Kenny. Approaching middle
age and still the butt of every joke, Tub wants this year to
be different. And it is: deep inside a snow-covered forest,
his long-buried aggression comes raging to the surface.

In a remote corner of Iceland, winter is coming on. An aging
farmer named Hrafn is doing his last chores before leaving
with his wife Gróa for a retirement home in the city. Their
daughter Lilja will be coming after the weekend to pick them
up. She calls her parents, interrupting her dad’s lunch. Her
mother is napping. The stoic Hrafn wants to make sure she
won’t come before Monday. What are these last chores?

[Dir. Benjamin Gray, 2007, US, 35mm, 20 mins.]

[Dir. Rúnar Rúnarsson, 2004, Iceland, 35mm, 17 mins. In
Icelandic with English subtitles]

Manon of the Asphalt
(Manon sur le Bitume)

Waiting (A Espera)

Manon’s dress is just a spot on the pavement, the
wheel of her bike turning over and over in the air.
While everyone bustles around her, Manon’s thoughts
wander to those who loved her and those who will not
get the chance do so...it looks like it’s easy to die in
the springtime.

An 80-year-old man spends his day at his isolated house
with his only companion, his hunting dog. His daily life is
limited to small things: a solo game of chess, crossword
puzzles and reading a book. Time goes by slowly to the
regular rhythm of the blades of a ceiling fan. The passing
of time measures the endlessness of life, each day exactly
the same. The repetition means safety. But there is no safe
place for those who feel like strangers to their own bodies.

[Dir. Elizabeth Marre and Olivier Pont, 2007, France,
35mm, 15 mins. In French with English subtitles]

[Dir. Fernanda Teixeira, 2008, Brazil, 35mm, 15 mins. No
Dialogue]

Short films

GRAB BAG SHORTS [Total running time for all six short films: 87 mins.]
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Wing: The Fish That Talked Back

Tripe and Onions (Szalontudo)

Little Wing is fascinated by marine life and curious about
her ancestral homeland of China. Fantasy and reality
mingle whimsically in her story, featuring an old lady who
does not talk, some fish, and a nice hot cup of tea.

Two men, one dish, of the titular tripe and onions, and hilarious
facial expressions all played out under the backdrop of a coke bottle
serenade that will mesmerize and entertain you while the story
evolves. Dialogue free, yet expressive and comical with a non-verbal
punch line you won’t soon forget.

[Dir. Ricky Rijneke, 2007, Netherlands 35mm, 13 mins. In
Cantonese and Mandarin with English subtitles]

SHORT TAKES: MEXICO

[Dir. Martin Szirmai, 2007, Hungary, 35mm, 7 mins. No dialogue]

[Total running time for all 5 short films: 85 Minutes]

*This series is part of the Latin American Cinema Now sidebar

Moody, atmospheric and with style to boot, see for yourselves what critics and cinephiles alike are saying about
the strength of Mexican Cinema. With a very strong base of support from IMCINE, the cultural organization
for promotion of film and a strong group of film schools including the world renowned Centro de Capacitacion
Cinematografica (CCC), it’s no wonder that the country is a force in the film world. While each film is certainly
different from the rest, they share the same tone and feel, light on comedy, heavy on thought provoking
subjects, and totally exciting to see.
wed	nov 5
fri	nov 7
Sat	nov 8

8:15 pm-9:40 pm
6:30 pm-8:00 pm
9:30 pm-11:00 pm

Dirty Clothes (La Ropa Sucia)

Tr3s (Three)

Tatiana faces the exhaustion of her relationship and the
dilemma brought about by a decision about the future.
The saying, “When one door closes, another opens,”
may be a bit too literal in this modern tale of an age-old
story...the break-up.

Ana feels trapped inside a cage as her marriage is
withering. She has a young and handsome lover and yet
she still can’t find the happiness she is longing for. What
price is happiness and will the cost be worth it in the end?

[Dir. Yoame Escamilla, 2007, Mexico, 35mm, 15 mins. In
Spanish with English subtitles]

[Dir. Dariela Ludlow and Yoame Escamilla, 2007, Mexico,
35mm, 18 mins. 2007, Mexico, 35mm, 15 mins. In Spanish
with English subtitles]

Reality Show

It’s Very Easy (Es Muy Facil)

Ramon Chavez watches a lot of television. The normal
news and sitcoms mostly, but one day he wanders onto
a station that shows a reality show starring him and
causing him to make decisions that may change his life..
then again, maybe not.

Fran takes Alicia to a deserted beach (or so it is thought)
to ask her for her hand in marriage. Local beach bum
Jimmy is overjoyed about the romantic gesture and
decides to get involved by helping ensure that the beach
remains deserted. He is a peculiar man who alternates
between creepy and sweet; in the end you can decide which
description is more fitting.

[Dir. Frederico Schmucler, 2007, Mexico, 35mm, 17
mins. In Spanish with English subtitles]

[Dir. Pablo Folgoeira, 2007, Mexico, 35mm, 21 mins.
In Spanish and English with English subtitles]

The Desire (El Deseo)
Ana, a fifty-year-old woman falls into depression when her husband leaves her. One day she decides to get out of the depression
and starts making changes, both mentally and physically. With her new awakening comes desire and she starts a process of
rediscovery...is it truly a new start?
[Dir. Marie Benito, 2008, Mexico, 35mm, 14 mins.
In Spanish with English subtitles]
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REALITY CHECK [Total running time for all three short films: 86 mins.]

Is there a right and wrong? Is there only black and white and no gray? Is what you see really what you get?
These shorts may prove that there are no definitives when it comes to reality, and any sense that you can make
out of the known may not make sense at all. Is this the beauty of amended reality or the ugliness of a society
full of pressure and social mores? If a mime interrupts a couple’s leisurely drive, is it reality and, if so, whose?
Can a woman protect a small village or is the reality that only a man can? Is a father’s love for his daughter
discounted when she is made privy to his reality?
thurs	nov 6
fri	nov 7
Sat	nov 8

7:40 pm-9:15 pm
12:00 pm-1:30 pm
8:55 pm-10:25 pm

Star Crossed (Lostage)

The Adventure

Jakob is really a woman, but the superstitious villagers are
obsessed with the idea that Jakob has to be a man in order to
protect the village from a great calamity. Jakob has never been
in any doubt about this destiny. She lives an isolated existence
on a lonely farm. One day Jakob takes on Tom at the farm.
Tentatively, the two come closer. The villagers are not at all
happy about this development. A friendship has to be avoided
at all costs.

A retired couple’s leisurely road trip and quest to find a
quiet picnic in the park is violated by a silent intruder
whose story exposes the troubling mysteries of existence.
Watch out, Marcel Marceau, you have met your match!
[Dir. Mike Brune, 2008, US, 35mm, 22 mins.]

[Dir. Bettina Eberhard, 2007, Germany/Switzerland, 35mm,
34 mins. In German with English subtitles]

Last Illusions (Les Paradis Perdus)
One night in May ’68, high school student Isabelle comes home shaken. Her worried parents decide to take her to the country to
escape the riots that are overtaking Paris, fearing that she is a little too invested in the situation. The next day Isabelle is desperate
to get back to Paris and stows away in the car driven by her father, who is going back to the city on emergency business. Though she
doesn’t know it yet, she’s on her way to an entirely different place.
[Dir. Helier Cisterne, 2008, France, 35mm, 30 mins. In French with English subtitles]
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sidebar: REgional Showcase
The Regional Showcase is a special Festival component that features the works of talented filmmakers
from surrounding states or showcases films about a particular person, place, or event in the extended
DELMARVA region. Often these films have heart and drive and a story that belies their very limited budget
and this year’s crop is no different. The choices become more and more difficult as the number of films
increase, the quality increases, and the acceptance of the work also increases…not only in the region,
but throughout the country. Wimington, Ellendale, and Middletown, Delaware, as well as Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania are the places that this year’s regional filmmakers call home.

SAT, NOV 8
2:40 PM-4:10 PM

sun, NOV 9
12:15 PM-1:45 PM

Public Interest (Philadelphia, PA)

All Along (Wilmington, DE)

A biting satire on America’s obsession with reality television,
the film delves into the minds and actions of those who put
the programs on the air, those who aspire to be on them, and
ultimately, the American culture that has become obsessed
with these programs. Looking not only at how outrageous the
phenomenon has become, but also how crazy it could easily get,
it is a “must-see” for anyone who loves or hates reality television.
Public Interest asks the question “How much is too much?”
[Dir. Brad Robinson, 2008, US, video, 85 mins.]

Richard Harrison has a loving wife, a reliable job, and two
typically rambunctious teenagers. He is currently experiencing
a crisis, a midlife crisis. He’s hit the big 40 and his life has
drastically changed. While every midlife working stiff descends
into daydreams in order to escape their mundane reality, Richard
doesn’t merely scratch the surface of his fantasies; he physically
enters them. For moments at a time until he’s forced to snap back
into reality, with hilarious results.
Dir. Robert A. Masciantonio, 2007, US. Video, 75 mins.]

wed. nov. 5
5:45 pm-7:20pm

The Lantern (Ellendale, DE)
Hailing from nearby Ellendale and based on an actual train accident
that occurred in Delaware in 1863, The Lantern is part ghost story,
part civil war history lesson and wholly original. Not many first
time filmmakers would choose a blend of current day and historical
styling, flow between black& white and color, and set moods
through techniques such as the use of old style movies. Gustave
Rehnstrom took on the challenge and succeeded in creating a
strong narrative that is also very visually pleasing.
[Dir. Gustave Rehnstrom, 2008, US, video, 80 mins.]

SAT, NOV 8
12:45 PM-2:20 PM

No Denying: Delawareans Bear
Witness to the Holocaust
(Middletown, DE)
A compelling documentary featuring interviews with Delawareans
who were eyewitnesses to the events of the Holocaust. The interviews
are not rehearsed, scripted, or fictionalized, but evolved from the
sincere heartfelt memories of Delawareans who played a role
in the actual historical events-Survivors, Rescued Children and
Liberators. The interviews were conducted over a period of nearly
20 years. The first interview was in 1989 and the last in 2008. All the
individuals featured in this film have at least one thing in common,
they were witnesses to genocide and some of the most inhumane
acts ever perpetrated upon man. In spite of these enormous forces
of evil, these strong Delawareans lived to tell about it. Many of these
individuals never shared their experiences prior to being interviewed
for this project, not even with their family.
[Dir. Steve Gonzer, 2008, US, video, 78 mins.]

Sidebar: Country Spotlight
Latin American Cinema… NOW!
While Latin American cinema may evoke many thoughts and ideas, most people would not think of terms
like cutting-edge, fresh, adventurous, uncompromising, and on the edge. These descriptions have never
been truer in Latin American cinema. Not only is the sheer number of films increasing, but so is the
overall quality. While Mexico, Brazil and Cuba have often been looked at as the premiere creators of film,
many additional countries are quickly establishing themselves. Argentina for instance has had so much
success via festivals and critics around the world; a tag of New Argentine cinema was coined to frame the
understanding that they have arrived. The world stage is starting to see this area of filmmaking as the new
frontier with a unique vision and storytelling style that is changing the way we look at film. While a vision
has emerged, the subjects and styles are broad and encompass many genres.
Peru, Ecuador, Uruguay, Panama, Dominican Republic, Chile, Venezuela and other Latin American countries
previously unknown as a center of film have joined Cuba, Mexico and Brazil in presenting great cinema. The
choices were hard as many films were worth screening, but the offerings here are a great way to get a grasp
of the unique vision and style that are making Latin American cinema a force to reckon with.

The Popes Toilet [pg. 38]

XXY [pg. 45]

The shabby Uruguayan border town of Melo is counting
on Pope John Paul II’s 1988 visit to bring some material
salvation along with the spiritual variety. Smalltime
smuggler Beto hatches what he thinks will be an easy
scheme to build a private washroom for the festivities
but soon everyone is praying for relief.

Lucía Puenzo’s accomplished debut explores the painful
search for gender identity of Alex, a hermaphrodite,
as she enters adolescence and is pressured by her
parents to “choose.” When a surgeon is invited to their
home, Alex strikes up a friendship with his son Alvaro
and it soon emerges that they are equally confused
and curious about sex, sexuality and gender in this
astonishing film.
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Sidebar: Country Spotlight continued...

Not By Chance [pg. 38]

Stranded [pg. 52]

Ênio and Pedro, two strangers who have always tried
to control the uncontrollable, are about to find that
an unpredictable world can rob them of something
precious—then repay them with something else. In
this drama of love and loss, Director Barcinski films
São Paulo as its own character in the story, with the
intimacy of a lover—showing its built-up streets in
sweeping overhead shots during the clean, crisp
daylight, then returning after dark to show its city
lights in wooly soft focus.

If you think you’ve heard the story about the rugby
team whose plane crashed in the Andes, and defied
nature by staying alive for 72 days on a frozen glacier,
think again. This awe-inspiring documentary retells
this extraordinary event through unflinchingly honest
accounts from the survivors and brilliant dramatic
recreations. While officially a French production the
Uruguayan setting certain lands the film in the sidebar.

Mirageman [pg. 36]

Mexican Shorts [pg. 62]

Orphaned as a young man when his parents were
killed in a violent attack that also left his brother
institutionalized, Maco spends nearly every free moment
mastering the martial arts. After foiling a home invasion,
Maco goes on to inspire and kick criminal butt as the
masked Chilean, Mirageman.

From Cannes to Berlin to Toronto, Mexican films (and
short films especially) are screening everywhere and are
gaining in international reputation for their innovative
style mood. This shorts program will highlight some of
the best that Mexico has to offer.

sidebar: War
War, a word that says so much: conflict; hostilities; combat; death. The subject has been at the
forefront of our minds as well as the topic of many films due to the current wars raging in Iraq and
Afghanistan. This sidebar does not focus on the current vision of war, but rather on wars gone by,
primarily looking at the social ramifications.
Some people may say “why highlight or bring attention to such a somber issue”? Others will agree
it is important to look at an issue head-on and hopefully learn from the ways of the past and become
better. As is often said, if we do not learn from the past, we will be stuck in the loop of history
repeating itself. In the subject of War, this statement rings true!

A Secret
[pg. 25]

Buddha Collapsed
Out of Shame [pg. 27]

Under The Bombs
[pg. 43]

World War II serves as the subject of this
story of François, a Jewish boy living in
post-World War II Paris, who puzzles
together his parents’ past and discovers
a secret within his ordinary family as
they are caught up in forces beyond their
control. Once again we tend not to focus
on the war itself, but the impact it has on
one class of people and in particular one
extended family.

On her way to school, an Iranian girl
meets up with a group of boys playing war
-- not “cowboys and Indians” as many of
us grew up playing, but “Americans and
Taliban.” The boys “capture” her, and the
threat of play becoming real intensifies.
This is a film not necessarily about war,
but one where war and the looming threat
of conflict surely impacts the story, the
characters and the eventual outcomes.
Even the surroundings (bombed out
landscapes) showcase the threat of war.

We turn to the Israeli/Palestinian conflict
for this film. In this personal drama (shot
ten days after the actual 2006 Israeli
bombing in Lebanon), a woman hires a
dubious taxi driver who is daring enough
to drive her into the bombed out area
of southern Lebanon and help find her
missing son. Not only does the conflict
serve as the backdrop, but the barren,
burned out landscapes (the after affects
of war) serve as another character in this
story of the ravages of war.

sidebar: war
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VIDEO: GOOD, BAD OR INDIFFERENT?
10:00AM – 11:30AM Friday, November 7, 2008
Upstairs Screening Room – Movies at Midway
Free admission, no registration required.
It was once said that video killed the radio star (ok, it was lyrics from a song), but will video kill
the movie theatres? It certainly has affected the way that potential consumers are viewing films
and while looking forward, every indication is that trends within the home entertainment market
will be a key factor.
So many questions come to mind when thinking about this topic. Are people really forgoing the
movie theatre experience and waiting for films to be released on DVD? Why do some films get
released on DVD shortly after a run at the local movie houses, while other take longer, or never
even get released on DVD? Why are there films that bypass the theatres and go direct-to-video?
Is the home video industry filled with big players who assert power or are the mom and pop
businesses the one who control the industry? How does the rental market for DVD(s) affect the
sales of DVD(s) as well as the ability to find an audience for film in the local theaters? What are
alternatives to DVD(s) and how will they begin to change the future moving forward?
Join Richard Ross (Executive Director, North American/UK Sales) of TLA Releasing as he answers
these questions, and many more as he provides valuable insight into an area of the film business
that may be somewhat foreign. While DVD(s) are familiar now, do you know the path a film takes
to get there and how this one facet plays such an important role in a film’s cycle, sometimes
before a film is even made?

BIO:
Richard Ross is a 20 year veteran of the home entertainment industry, having worked as a sales representative for a
variety of companies including majors such as Sony Pictures and Republic Pictures, and independent studios including
A-PIX Entertainment and Triboro Pictures. He currently works at Philadelphia based TLA Releasing, who distributes gaythemed titles, International films, and extreme horror on their Danger After Dark label, in both North America and the UK.

THE STATE OF FILM STUDIES
10:00AM – 11:30AM Saturday, November 8, 2008
Upstairs Screening Room – Movies at Midway
Free admission, no registration required.
The modern film-goer watches films made by yesterday’s film students. Do the courses
that students take shape film audiences? If not, does it impact film directors, screenwriters,
producers, and other people who make films? When did people first start studying films
at universities in the first place? Why does film end up being taught in so many different
departments? And how have digital technologies changed the approach toward cinema in the
classroom? This informal session with three film professors will be a lively discussion on these
topics and more, all related to film and academia and the ultimate impact of films on audiences.

BIOS:
James Burton, David Johnson, and Elsie Walker teach film study courses at Salisbury University in Salisbury,
Maryland. Professors Johnson and Walker also co-edit Literature/Film Quarterly, a scholarly journal that has for over
thirty-five years studied the ways that literature is adapted to the screen.

NEW, NOW AND LATIN: LATINO CINEMA TODAY
10:00am – 11:30am, Sunday, November 9, 2008
Upstairs Screening Room – Movies at Midway
Free admission, no registration required.
As a companion to the sidebar Latino Cinema Today, a panel of specialists in Latino cinema
will guide us to a better understanding of why this genre has risen to its highest peak. From
facts and figures to artistic, creative and intellectual capacity, all points will be fair game for
this presentation. Why is it that Latino countries are producing such a high volume of films
compared to the recent past? Why are filmmakers taking risks in presenting such innovative
films that may not cross over to the foreign markets? How are Latino films being received by
critics and audiences in both the native lands as well as abroad? How do the issues of identity
and culture manifest themselves in the films? What’s the next wave going to bring and what
types of expectations are being placed on the individual filmmakers as well as the collective
industry of Latino cinema? Join us for some of the answers as well as what is sure to be a lively
Q&A session.

MODERATOR:
Carol Bidault de l’Isle is President of MediaFusion, a financing and distribution company based in Washington,
DC. She brings with her 30 years of industry experience in the United States, Europe and Latin America. She is also
the Executive Director/Founder of the Washington, DC Independent Film Festival (DCIFF), and of DC’s CineLatino, a
showcase for Latin cinema. She is also a writer for many journals and periodicals on facts and figures on Latin American
Film Industry.
PANELISTS
Dr. Corinne Pubill has dual citizenship from Spain and France and completed her Ph. D. at the University of
California Davis in 2006. She is now an Assistant professor at Salisbury University. Dr. Pubill’s scholarship in the area
of Modern Languages is demonstrated by her publications, conference presentations, and awards in this area. She is
currently examining literature and films which are linked to dictatorial regimes.
Dr. Emily Story holds a Ph.D. (2006) from Vanderbilt University and is Assistant Professor of History at Salisbury
University. She teaches courses in Latin American History and researches mid-twentieth-century Brazil. Film is of
particular interest to her and she taught “Latin American History in Film and Fiction” at Georgetown University in the
summer of 2007.
Dr. Julia Medina received a doctorate from the University of California Davis in Latin American Literature and critical
theory. She also worked as a program coordinator for the University’s Center for History, Society, and Culture. Julia is
currently a professor at Albion College in the state of Michigan as a scholar in culture and history of Central America.
During the spring, she taught a class on Advanced Spanish through Hispanic Cinema.
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CHILDREN’S CINEMA CORNER

(For children age 3 to 10)

Saturday, November 8 		Upstairs Screening Room
1:00 pm – 3:00 pm 		Admission: Free
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society provides enjoyable film experiences for all ages
during this Festival weekend, including the youngest members of our audience!
Kids can join in the Festival fun at Children’s Cinema Corner, which features
screenings of age-appropriate kids films, a reading corner, face painting, craft
stations, play dough, a puppet theater, and free popcorn!
All of the animated films are adapted from popular children’s books. The first
few films demonstrate the value of good work, compromise, and good manners. A
backhoe loader shows just how dirty it can get while doing its job in I’m Dirty. In
A Weekend with Wendell, timid Sophie learns how to get along with her bossy house
guest, Wendell. When the Otter Family moves in next door to Mr. Rabbit, he learns
how to be a good neighbor and friend in Do Unto Otters. Three children learn a
lesson in gratitude when their constant back-seat driving sends their alligator taxi on
an extended vacation in Monty.
Other featured animated films show how much fun you can have with family and
friends. Lloyd the llama tries to find his way back to his mother by asking all his
other animal friends, Is Your Mama a Llama? In Pete’s a Pizza, Pete’s parents
find the remedy to Pete’s bad mood. In Dooby Dooby Moo, Duck finds out about a
talent show at the county fair, and he and the other animals on the farm become
determined to win, no matter how many times Farmer Brown tries to stop them from
entering the contest!

Parent(s)/guardian(s) must sign in any child attending Children’s Cinema Corner. Parents are encouraged to stay and
enjoy the films and activities with their child(ren). If a parent/guardian chooses to leave a child at this event, contact
information must be provided and the child must be picked up by 3:00 PM.
Thank you to Sussex County Reading Council for co-planning this event and providing supplies and volunteers.
Thank you to Movies at Midway for providing popcorn for Children’s Cinema Corner.
A special thanks to Weston Woods for generously providing the films for Children’s Cinema Corner. Weston Woods
is a division of Scholastic Corporation, the world’s largest publisher and distributor of children’s books and a
leader in educational technology. For more information, please call 1-800-243-5020 or visit www.scholastic.com/
westonwoods or www.scholastic.com.

FAMILY FUN FILM: The Goonies
The whole family, yes kids and parents, can enjoy a visit back to yesterday with
a BIG SCREEN presentation of the 1985 Spielberg produced, smash hit, The
Goonies. While you may have seen the video or even the TV version, here is your
chance to see it like it was meant to be seen, on the big movie screen!

The goonies
Sat	nov 8

6:20 pm-8:20 pm

Sponsored by: www.BeachMoms.com

The Goonies are a group of seven young friends from a small Northwest town who find
themselves on a thrilling underground adventure filled with humor and heart-pounding
peril as they seek the secrets behind the treasure of the notorious pirate, One-Eyed Willie.
Starring Josh Brolin and Sean Astinis, The Goonies is directed by Richard Donner.
[1985, runtime:111 min., rated PG]
In order to create a festive environment, everyone (young and old alike) is encouraged to
dress as a pirate. A pirate prize will be given to audience members who arrive in costume.
Special guest Lighthouse Pete (from the Cape May-Lewes Ferry) will greet your arrival!
Special thanks to Kids’ Ketch (Lewes, Delaware) for donating prizes for those who come
in costume.
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Our Thanks…
As we embark on the journey into the Film Society’s second decade, we bring experience from the
past and lots of enthusiasm about the future. We always recognize that the Film Society’s successes
are the result of the work and talents of so many people, both from the past and the present.
Whereas it is challenging to adequately articulate our enormous appreciation, we will try by saying...

Thank you…

Thank you…

to all the filmmakers and distributors who provide films
that entertain, educate, inspire, and/or emotionally touch
thousand of film viewers.

General Manager Brooke Lowe, Projectionist Kenny Schmierer,
Assistant Manager Debra TenEyck and the entire Movies
at Midway staff for your hard work during the Festival and
throughout the year.

Thank you…
Richard Derrickson, owner of Movies at Midway, for
providing a wonderful venue for the Festival and allowing
expanded Festival hours for the audience to enjoy more film
screenings.

Thank you…

Thank you…

Thank you…

Delaware Division of the Arts and the Delaware State Arts
Council for providing financial assistance which supports
the Film Society’s year-round operations. Special thanks to
Susan Salkin for your professional assistance.

to every Festival attendee for supporting this event. Your
appreciation of the cinematic arts enables the film selection
to include a broad slate of diverse films from throughout the
world.

Thank you…

Thank you…

Media Sponsor Delaware Coast Press/Delaware Beachcomber/
delmarvanow!com for supporting this event from the beginning.

to the RBFS staff of Wendi Dennis, Malcolm Keen, and Marie
Sardone, for handling the multitude of tasks and demands
associated with production of this major event and yearround programs.

Thank you…
Faith Lord for providing the creative artwork that was the
inspiration for this year’s Festival poster and design-theme
for the program.

Thank you…
Jeff Hughes (Hughes Design) for the wonderful work in
designing all of the Festival’s promotional materials.

Thank you…

to our summer film reviewers who assist with critiquing
numerous film submissions as part of the film selection
process.

Thank you…
Rehoboth Beach Film Society Board of Directors for your
knowledge, talent, and guidance into the second decade. A
special thanks to Board President Fritz Schranck for leading
us on a continued journey of growth and development.

Thank you…

to each and every SPONSOR (see page 9). Your generosity and
annual commitment to this event benefits thousands of Festival
attendees.

to each and every volunteer who donates hours of work
before, during, and after the Festival, as well as throughout
the year. Your talents, enthusiasm, and commitment make
RBFS events the best!

Thank you…

Our thanks to all of you!

Sara McCraw and the Sussex County Reading Council for
helping to coordinate the Children’s Cinema Corner.

Sue Early, Executive Director
Joe Bilancio, Festival Program Director

our thanks
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The Rehoboth Beach Film Society thanks the following individuals (current members as of
8/18/08) who support the organization’s operations year-round with their membership dues.
DIRECTOR LEVEL
Brenda Abell
Scott Allegretti
Laura Ambler
Leroy Anderson
James Andrews
Deborah Appleby
Murray Archibald
Janine Armstrong
Philip Armstrong
Elayne Arsht
Pamela Baker
Dean Baker
Barbara Barnard
Andrea Barros
Richard Barros
Diana Beebe
David Bergman
Cathin Bishop
Karen Blood
Lawrence Bost
Cathi Bost
David Brant
Eugene Braverman
Angelo Cairo
Robin Carney
Jane Casazza
Ken Casazza
Kathy Casey
Denis Casey
Deepak Chatani
Sandra Chinchilla
Charles Conroy
Elizabeth Consolvo
Robert Corsette
Christine Corsette
Henry Cox
David Cristy
Rosemary Cummings
Ellen d’Alelio
Julie Davis
Jy Denbo
Beverly Denbo
Marcia DeWitt
Julie Dickson
Alfred Dirska
Diane Dixson
Deanna Duby
Reid Dudley
Penny DuShuttle
Eugene Dvornick
Steve Elkins
Gregory Estes
Ginny Feldman
Michael Filicko
Leslie Finer
Jackie Finer
Christina Fishburn
Todd Fishburn
Keven Fitzsimmons
Linda Frary
Craig Fraser
Rhoda Ganz
Joel Ganz, M.D.
Don Gardiner
Helen Gates
Shirley Gilmer
Mary Good
Amy Grace
Robert Gratz
Sherry Gratz
David Greer
Darrel Grinstead
Gary Grunder
Betty Grunder
Pradeep Gupta
Nancy Hackerman
Sharon Hansen
Alan Harmon
Michael Hartogs
Stephanie Herman
Jack Herman
Bill Hillegeist
Elizabeth Hochholzer
Lynne Hooker
Marcus Hswe
Chris Israel
Karen Jacoby
Harriet Jarosh

Jim Johnson
Judith Jones
Mick Kaczorowski
Nancy Kaiser
Arnold Kaplin
Marcia Kaplin
Kevin Kaporch
Maureen Keenan
Deborah Kennedy
Shirley Klassman
Carol Kolmerten
Paul Kuhns
Anne Kuhns
Curt Leciejewski
Nancy Leggoe
Joan LeLacheur
John Lenz
Anita Lenz
Jacqueline Letrinko
Nancy Levenson
Ted Lewis
Duwayne Litz
Kay Loysen
Mary Randzo
Mary McElhone
William McManus
Brett McNeilly
John Messick
John Metz
Warren Michelson
Bill Miller
Lee Wayne Mills
Joe Mirabella
Natalie Moss
David Nelson
Kim Nelson
Iris Newsom
John Newton, Jr.
Susan Norris
Robert Nowak
Mary Orlando
Jeff Osterstrom
Rose Osterstrom
Rosanne Pack
Sally Packard
Dan Patton
Peggy Paul
Robert Peavy
Mary Peck
Donna Pierson
Evelyn Pilgrim
Kit Pilgrim
Diane Pirkey
John Pitchford
Nancy Poole
Catherine Priest
Fran Rachles
Steve Ranger
Betsy Reamer
Jay Reamer
Janet Redman
Rita Reimer
Steven Reiss
Timothy Ring
Ellen Rodin
Stephen Ross
Scott Royal
John Sabo
Michael Sanow
Frederick Schranck
Susan Schranck
Matt Shepard
Lori Simmons
Laura Simon
Bob Slavin
John Smeallie
Michael Smith
Midge Smith
Mowry Spencer
Joan Sperry
Allen Stafford
Peggy Stark
John Stassi
Phyllis Stearman
Sydney Stearman
Donald Stein
Jeff Stroud
Stephen Sumption
Ariane Sumption

Neal Tash
Ronald Tate
Joan Thompson
Helen Torosian
Susan Towers
Michael Tupman
Brian Ward
Doug Weidman
Linda Weidman
Carl Wisler
Andrew Wohl
Jon Worthington
Katherine Wu
James Wu
Alexander Yearley
Suzanne Ziegler
Alan Zuckerman
EXECUTIVE
PRODUCER LEVEL
Emily Abbott
Susan Abrams
Ken Adams
Anita Adams
Cynthia Albright
Lois Anderson
Peggy Antonisse
Jim Antonissee
Joan Appleby
Robert Appleby
Tim Arnold
Donna Atsidis
Steven Aune
Melissa Baker
Steven Baker
Stephani Ballard
Sue Bardsley
Marisa Barra
Maria Barrera
Curtiss Barrows
John Barry, Jr.
Jon Bascom
Sally Bawcombe
Dick Bawcombe
Kathy Baylis
Bill Bell
Carole Benjamin
Peter Berkery, Jr.
Peter Berkman
Judith Berkman
Melinda Bickerstaff
David Bielenberg
Cherry Billings
Chuck Birdsell
Nancy Bloom
Jane Blue
George Bockius
Jean Bohner
Adam Book
Carol Boros
Dave Boyce
Elinor Boyce
Katharine Boyd
Tony Boyd-Heron
Carol Boyd-Heron
Elaine Boyle
Michael Boyle
Fred Bramble
Gary Breakwell
Seymour Brecher
Carol Bresler
Robert Brewer, Jr.
Sue Brown
Susan Brown
Matt Brown
Beth Brown
Sandy Browning
Mary Ann Bruno
Trudy Bryan
Bruce Bryen
Albert Buchanan
Anne Buck
Emory Buck
Jon Burke
Mary Burns
Philip Burstein
Joann Burstein
Carla Burton
Barbara Butta

Joanne Cabry
Lynne Cardwell
Dorothy Cartagena
Judy Catterton
Ken Catterton
Debra Catts
Monica Chai
Bob Chambers
Joan Charmak
Deborah Chase
Edward Chase
Patricia Chase
Thomas Childers
Dorothy Chimienti
Stan Chincheck
Tammy Chincheck
James Chupella
Charles Churilla
Maria Ciuffetelli
Valerie Cloutier
Chris Coburn
Howard Cohen
Jane Cohen
Gary Colangelo
Laura Colker
Allison Colker
Pat Coluzzi
Robert Connelly
P.J. Cooper
Benedette Cooper
Jeffrey Cooper
Audrey Cordrey
Debra Cormier
Sal Corrallo
Carolyn Cotter
Brian Cox
Marty Craft
Robert Crane
Carolyn Creatore
Daniel Cruce
Richard Culver
Diane Cutler
Joyce Dadant
Lindsay Daschle
Judith Davis
Glenn Davis
Marsha Davis
Betty Deacon
Sonja Decker
Michael Decker
Hoyte Decker
Michael DeFlavia
Gerald Denisof
Charlotte Dennis
Jane deSolms
Geri Dibiase
Ruth Dickerson
Janice Dickson
A.T. Dill III
Claire DiStefano
Vicki DiVittorio
Jeanine Doane
James Doane
Carol Dobson
Arthur Dochterman
Ronald Dotterer
Laura Dotterer
Valerie Driscoll
Bartley Dryden
Anne Dugan
Teri Dunbar
Lynda Dunham
Carol Eason
Tilden Edwards
Steve Eichel
Carole Ellison
Anne Evans
Gloria Fallon
Anne Farley
Nancy Feichtl
Joseph Feichtl
Jan Feidel
Ellen Feinberg
Chai Feldblum
Elissa Feldman
Bill Fellner
Roslyn Fierberg
Sally Fintel
Al Firth

Cheryl Fischer
Roy Fitzgerald
Jean Fleishman
Betty Fleming
Mark Ford
Ann Forster
Nancy Fradin
Joel Fradin
Margaret Francis
Beebe Frazer
Sarah Friebert
Jeffrey Fried
Rosalyn Fried
Sharon Friedman
Stephen Friedman
Harvey Fruman
Kathryn Fuller
Laurie Fulton
Joan Gaffney
Patrick Gaffney
Ann Gardner
Helen Garton
Linda Gaskill
James Gayhardt
Susan Geller
George Yu
Frederick P. German
Patricia Gibler
Peter Gilbert
Joan Glass
Jackie Goff
Stephen Goode
Diane Gordon
Michele Gordon
Stuart Gordon
Alan Gordon
Roy A. Gordon
Gary Graff
Joan Graff
Marc Grainer
Diane Grainer
Nettie Green
Sterling Green
Rick Grier-Reynolds
Rachel Grier-Reynolds
Suzanne Gross
Joan Grozalis
Shirley Guard
Terence Gurley
Bernard Guyer
Jane Guyer
Cindy Hall
John Hall
Anne Hanna
Ron Hannebohn
Rita Hanuschock
Judith Harbaugh
Mark Harris
Bobbie Hart
Linda Hersey
Barbara Herzog
Richard Herzog
Stanley Heuisler
Betsey Heuisler
Janet Higgins
Michael J. Higgins
Robert Hill
Jerome Hofer
Rebecca Hollinger
Larry Hooker
Karen Hugues
Nan Hunter
Nate Hurto
Wayne Hutchinson
Phil Hutchison
Mollie Ingram
Tom Ingram
Karen Insley
Rick Insley
Fay Jacobs
James Sowers
Tom Jamison
Valorie Jarrell
Ken Johnson
Marty Johnson
Beth Joselow
Miriam Joseph
Eric Kafka
Brenda Kahan

Larry Kahan
Gaye Kahigian
Carol Kahn
Burt Kahn
Mary Kaltreider
Fred Kaltreider
Chaya Kaplan
Gerson Kaplan
Eleni Karagiorgos
Kae Keister
Jennie Keith
Barbara Kelly
Joanne Kempton
Frances Kendall
Janet Kennedy
Sandra Kennedy
Esther Kernosh
Anne King
Anne Kirby
Carole Klase
Gershon Klein
Goldie Klein
James Klimaski
Kathleen Knight
Jennifer Knighton
David Kobrin
Karen Kohn
Marcia Kolko
Joel Kolko
Jan Konesey
Charma Konnor
Joan Kostelnik
Eve Kovalchick
Joseph Kraemer
Genie Kramedas
Roger Kramer
Myra Kramer
Charlene Kramer
Brenda Kriegel
Christine Lally
Mark Lattanzio
Vic Laws
Jean Laws
Christine Lay
Elizabeth Layton
Pat Layton
Emily Leader
Amy Lear
Larry Levine
Mimi Levine
Paul Levine
Phyllis Levitt
Jane Lewis
Linda Lieberman
Barbara Lilien
Gary Lippe
Judy Lippe
Daniel Lodovici
Constance Lohse
Tina Lucarelli
Wayne Lucarelli
Kathy Lundin
Joyce Lussier
Doris Lustine
Peggy Lyle
Maura MacIssac
Susan Maclary
Penny MacLennan
Henry A. Madeksza
Joan Madeksza
Christopher Magaha
Patricia Magee
Christian Mahaffey
Marcia Maldeis
Tom Mandel
Maryanne Manzi
Marti Marino
Harold Marmon
Emily Marston
Nancy Martin
Norma Martin
Guy Martin
Kathryn Matassa
Don Matzkin
Arlene Matzkin
Claire McCabe
Judith McClafferty
Bill McGee
Timothy McGlynn

Cathleen McGrath
Edward McHale
Jan McKenzie
Ann McNeil
J.O. Meadows
Carol Meadows
Leo Medisch
Robert Meighan
Gail Meighan
Michele Meisart
Monte Meltzer
Cornelia Melvin
Arthur Melvin
Sallie Melvin
Debbie Menditch
Bruce Menditch
Judith Meyers
Chuck Mezger
Joyce Michalek
Mary Miele
William Miller
Laurie Mills
Glenn Mills
Stan Mills
Carl Mills
Neal Minietta
Frank Miranda
Mary Miranda
Miguel Mitchell
Laura Mitchell
Melissa Moffett
Jessica Mong
Jody Morrison
Barton Morrison
Charles Moscarillo
Greg Mullen
Renee Murch
Patty Murphy
Gregory Murphy
Tish Murray
Jack Murray
Sam Mussoff
Lee Mussoff
Judith Myers
Paula Nadig
Robert Nadig
Keith Neale
Joseph Neenan
Bee Neild
Elyse Nissim
Jeffrey Nolt
Russ Notar
Ellen Nutter
Ashley Oland
Alan O’Leary
Sandra Pace
Perry Palan
Linda Palmer
Judith Palmer
George Palmer
Rick Palmer
Roy Parks
Ellen Passman
Jay Pastore
Michael Patrylow
Tim Patterson
Ceil Payne
Dan Payne
Carol Pearson
Jane Perkins
Connie Peterson
Don Peterson
Marianne Petillo
Malcolm Peverley
Fred Pflieger
Guido Pittaccio
Patricia Porta
Robert Porta
Kathy Potts
Sue Potts
Teri Poux
Joseph Poux
Colleen Prasil
Eryn Pratomo
Renata Price
Evelyne Pritsios
Bonnie Quesenberry
Carolyn Quinn
Don Quinn

Mike Quinn
Veronica Radalin
Candy Ramelli
Donnee Ramelli
Betty Raymond
Patricia Rayne
Natasha Reatig
Valerie Reber
Joan Reeves
Charlie Reeves
Jim Reichert
Patty Reichert
George Reissig
Helen Richards
Jeff Richman
James Rifenbergh
Jacqueline Rifenbergh
Erik Rifkin
Elaine Rifkin
Salvatore Rinaudo
Karen Ritter
Dale Roberts
Jane Roberts
Susan Roehmer
John Roehmer
Chris Rogers
Janet Rohr
Patricia Romaine
Richard Ronan
Josephine Ronan
Jennifer Roth
Eugene Ruane
Martha Ruane
Janet Russo
Sue Saliba
Susan Salkin
Charles Salkin
Christina Samson
Carole Sandy
T. Richard Saunders
Felicia Schembri
Trish Schmer
Betsy Schmidt
Laurie Schneider
Peter Schott
Sharon Schreter
Robert Schreter
Carol Schwartz
Susan Schwelling
Shawn Scott
Winnie Sebastian
Craig Sencindiver
Mary Shea
Susan Sherman
Nancy Shobe
David Shotwell
David Shuey
Everett Sillers
Cynthia Silverblatt
Stanley Silverblatt
Evelyn Simmons
Bud Simon
Brenda Sims
Jerry Sipes
Dan Slagle
Mary Jo Slowey
Barbara Smith
Judith Smith
Dreama Smith
Perrin Smith
Jeanne Smith
Charles Smith
Julie Sobin
Jeff Socorso
Jeanne Solomon
C. Wesley Sooy
Gloria Soto
Philip Soucy
Madge Lee Spector
Deborah Spellman
James Spellman
Kathy Sperl-Bell
Janet Sprague
Richard Sprague
Pat Staby
Erik Stancofski
Hiba Stancofski
Luane Stanley

Wave Starnes
Mark Steinberg
Richard Steinke
Barbara Steinke
Monte Steinman
Richard Todd Stevens
Mary Ann Stewart
Jill Stokes
Lois Strauss
Scott Strickler
Kate Supplee
Abbott Susan
Don Szczepkowski
Joseph Tarantolo
Alleane Taylor
Kathryn Teller
Aleta Thompson
Barbara Thompson
Suzanne Thurman
David Torok
Greg Trimble
Rosalind Troupin
Maria Turner
Raymond Turner
Ed Turner, Jr.
Dana Ulery
Joel Underwood
Marcel Unger
Susan Vanaman
Nancy Veret
Barton Veret
Monica Viana
Don Voth
Julianne Waesche
Bea Wagner
Don Wainwright
Bonnie Walker
Rose Walker
Gloria Walls
Carolyn Walter
Barbara Warnell
Aida Waserstein
Ellen Watkins
George Watson
Tom Way
Lori-Christina Webb
Shirley Weiner
Elva Weininger
Robert Wheland
Mildred White
John Wieseman
James Wigand
Mary Wigger
Lynn Wilson
Genevieve Wilson
Robert Wilson
Gene Wilson
Robert Wiltshire
Arthur Windreich
Linda Winton
Dawn Wise
Beth Wise
Mary Wood
Charles Woods
Carole Woodyard
Karen Wray
Richard Wray
Holly Wright
William Wyatt
Stephen Yaros
Herb Yeager
Judy Yeager
Bill Zak
Kit Zak
Zando Designs
Carol Zimmerman
Mary Zupanovic
Gary Zupco
ASSOCIATE
PRODUCER LEVEL
Maria Acciarri
Abby Adams
Shirley April
Norma Baker
Edward Barberio
Jamal Barksdale
Sarah Barnett

Jennifer Barrows
Francis Battaglia
Bernadine Bauer
Suzanne Baxter
Margaret Beatty
Mary Benyo
Christine Besche
Jeanette Binstock
Theda Blackwelder
Robert Blinn
Roy Boucher
Paul Bradley
Charles Branson
Leslie Brown
Christopher Brown
Thomas Bruce
Carolyn Bruce
Tony Burns
Bernadine Butler
Howard Butler
Carole Calhoun
Marianne Callahan
Sandy Cameli
Paul Capodanno
Laurel Capodanno
Paul Chervenie
Jacquie Christman
Larry Christman
Pamela Cicero
Gary Clemmons
Rochelle Cohen
Michael Cole
John Cooley
Pauline Copans
Judith Cousins
Edward Cousins
Colette Croce
Emily Cronin
Robert Cronin
Allen Cuff
Helen Daley
Bruce Dalleo
Peter Dalleo
Diane Daniel
Robert Davison
Susan Davison
Sheila Davolos
Linda Defeo
Jay Delozier
Joan Demko
Gina Derrickson
Donna Dillon
Ruth Draper
Zita Dresner
Perry Drevo
Dorothy Duggan
Charles Duvall
Nelson Eckert
Brad Edwards
Jim Ellison
Jack Emery
Denise Emery
Susan English
John Fagan
Elaine Faye
Debi Feder
John Feliciani
Gerard Fiala
Donna Fischer
Rikki Fleisher
Greilee Flint
David Fogle
Mary Folan
Craig Forte
Rebecca Frederick
Joan Frense
Larry Fry
Jean Fry
Jo Ann Gallo
Floyd Gallo
Lou Garty
Daniel Gaughan
Natalie Gilbert
Barbara Glazar
Judi Godbey
Melvin Goldberg
Sheryl Goodspeed
Jane Graham

Shane Grant
Ken Green
Ronnie Green
Kimberly Grimes
Gretchen Haag
Francis Halsall
Dorothy Hand
Pat Hansen
Shannon Harris
Linda Hency
Pat Hendrick
Pat Hendrickson
Yuki Henninger
Richard Henninger
Eloy Hernandez
Walter Hetfield
Kay Hickman
Jeanne Holl
John Holl
Sheila Howe
Karen Howland
Rebecca Howland
Jake Hudson
John Hulse
Robert Hyberg
Andrea Illig
John Inglesby
Cameron Jackson
Helane Jeffreys
Joan Jennings
Cindy Johnson
Shirley Johnson
Toby Johnson
Glenn Johnston
Connie Jones
Carol Jones
Lee Jones
Frank Jornlin
Ann Jornlin
Andrew Kagan
Claire Kantar
Barbara Kaplan
Bob Kautz
Joe Kearney
Barbara Keate
Winifred Kee
Neil Kenny
Raymond Kerr
Mary Kerr
Hoda Khouri
Nadim Khouri
Margot Kia
John Kiker
Barbara Kiker
Christine King
Daniel Kinsella
John Kirmil
Ann Kirmil
Jo Klinge
Greg Kodjanian
Maria Kunkel
Frederick Lahvis
Sylvia Lahvis
Terry Lake
Jane Larson
Mathilda Laschenski
Cris Lazo
Kathleen Leahy, Jr.
Hugh Leahy, Jr.
James Lee
Stephanie Lee
Carol Leesberg
Mariella Lehfeldt
Linda Leonard
Michael Levin
Lisa Lindsay
Barbara Lloyd
Dana Long
Vanessa Loper
William Lowery
Gretta Ludwig
Margaret Lyons
Daniel Lyons
Iris Mace
Waneeta Mack
Silas Manuel
Sarna Marcus
Carolyn Marshall

Linda Marvel
David Marvel
Maureen Zimmer
Jack McClelland
George McCook
William McKinnon
James McMahon
Cathy McNeill
Andrew Meddick
Holly Melzer
Macho Mendez
Elizabeth Metzler
Mark Milford
Dolores Milford
Cathy Miller
Richard Miller
Ellen Millner
Rene Guy Mongeau
Thomas Morris
Karen Myers
Gilbert Navarro
Robert Nichols
Ann Nolan
Victoria Noonan
Terry O’Byrne
David Osborn
Mary-Jane Ostinato
Madelyne Ottato
Lowell Owens
Marjorie Owens
Elvira Pamintuan
Paul Penniman
Craig Perry
Mimi Peters
Roger Peterson
Diane Peterson
Elizabeth Pittman
Mari Plowman
Jon Plowman
Ted Pokorny
Bill Popicy
Gloria Pound
Marc Pound
Iris Prager
Angel Priros
Cray Rader
Randy Reed
Jodi Renbaum
Richard Resing
Tricia Roberts
Sandra Roberts
Mark Robinson
Regina Rodger
Fredrick Rodger
Chuck Rorbach
Richard Rubin
Carol Rudolph
Wesley Rumble
Michelle Rumble
Gail Russell
Valentina Rusu
Barbara Rutt
Everett Santos
Barbara Santos
Ruth Schetman
Jacob Schiavo
Mark Schoenfelder
Geoffrey Schulz
Steven Schwartz
Marci Schwartz
Salvatore Seeley
Vera Seleznow
John Sergovic
William Short
Harriet Sideck
Joanne Sinsheimer
Suzanne Smith
Dave Stabile
Barbara Stetter
David Storms
Karen Stroney
Kenneth Stutzman
Casey Suits
Blake Surbee
Sherry Surratt
Michael Timpane
Genevieve Timpane
Joy Tomer

Cecelia Toth
John Travis
Ira Tucker
Judy Turner
Barbara Vaughan
Beverly Vogt
Helen Waite
Barbara Warden
Richard Warden
Jeannette Webber
Maria Webster
Bernice Weinacht
Karen Wexler
Louise White
Ulrike Wiesner
Susie Wills
Daniel Wilson
Robert Winer
Stephen Wise
Mary Woltman
Katie Wyatt
Wilson Wyatt
Mary Yarossi
Michael Zimmer
John Zinsmeister
FILM BUFF LEVEL
Verlyn Aker
Adelyn Aker
Nancy Alexander
Gerald Alexander
Lisa Arnone
Chris Beagle
Elaine Beck
Tom Biesiadny
Bea Birman
Bryce Blair
Linda Blake
Deirdre Boyle
Les Brown
Douglas Buckley
Jane Buckley
Barbara Butler
Rita Cain
John Carrow
Joyce Condry
Jim Condry
Phyllis Contee
Richard Contee
Gail Cooper
David Cummings
Julekha Dash
Nadinia Davis
Wendi Dennis
Martha D’Erasmo
Joe Donahue
Maryann Donnan
Kenneth Drerup
Sue Early
Jeffrey Eiselman
Eric Engelhart
Barbara Fallon-Walsh
Kelly Fanto
Steve Fanto
Margaret Ferguson
Joan Finn
Debra Fischer
Mary Fiske
David Fiske
Arline Fleischer
Don Flood
Helen Flood
Joanne Garren
Blase Gavlick
Marion Gentul
Brenda Gibbons
Craig Gibson
Lois Gillespie
Jane Gilsenan
Fay Gold
James Grahne
Linda Grahne
Joseph Gregory
Richard Grifasi
Tara Grim
Andrew Harris
Mike Harris
Alice Hendry

Philip Heuisler
Anne Heuisler
Joseph Hicks
Carlyle Hooff
Robert Hotes
Dennis Ignasias
Gary Jackoway
Malcolm Keen
Judith Knight
Sandy Koubek
Andree Lavu
James Lefever
Iris Lefever
Pat Lewis
Harry Linowes
Judie Linowes
Ed Linvingston
Jeri Lipov
Ginger Livingston
Mary Malgoire
Dennis Malivuk
Jack Malloy
Debra Maron
Evan Maron
Helen McBride
Walter McCabe
Sharon Miken
Ann Miles
Marsha Mills
Rose Minetti
Judy Moller
Beverly Moyer
Barbara Mullin
Robert Noland
Frederica Noland
Janet Nosal
Marjory Olson
Fred Olson
Lisa O’Neal-Salke
Sandra Oropel
Raymond Orr
Anthony Paida
Lorraine Paida
Marilyn Panagopoulos
Tom Panetta
Annette Para
Lois Pellegrino
Erin Pettit
Bob Pettit
Eileen Phillips
Jim Powell
Kay Powell
James Prescott
Bruce Pringle
Dianne Pringle
Carol Reed
Mary Richter
Judy Rolfe
Linda Rolla
Joseph Rolla
Robert Rosenberg
Terry Roth
Richard Scalenghe
Carolyn Schranck
Barbara Sewell
Robert Sewell
Ken Skrzesz
Mary Slattery
Milton Somers
Carole Somers
Anne Marie Sopko
Ronald Spadafora
Sandra Spence
Betty Stevens
Neil Stevenson
Judith Stout
Carol Stutts
STUDENT LEVEL
Daniel April
Ursula Beaver-Kepner
Michael Lewis
Chrissy Moore
Gabrielle Nadig
Conor Small
Petya Zeynelova
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Film Society Contributors
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society thanks the following individuals, businesses, and foundations who made
a financial donation to an endowment fund, the annual campaign, a program, and/or for general operating
expenses during the period of 8/18/07 – 8/18/08. Every contribution is greatly appreciated. Thank you.
Kathleen Abbott
Scott Allegretti
Brett Allegretti
Jon Bascom
Seymour Brecher
Carol Bresler
Bruce Bryen
Carolyn Bryen
CA, Inc.
Joan Caggiano
Nick Caggiano
Sandy Cameli
Jane Casazza
Ken Casazza
Edward Chase
Patricia Chase
James Chupella
Claws Crab House
Valerie Cloutier
Edward Cousins
Judith Cousins
David Cristy
Rosemary Cummings
Kathy Davison
Delaware Division of the Arts
Beverly Denbo
Jy Denbo
Gerald Denisof
Donna Dillon
Discover Bank
Dogfish Head Brewings and Eats

Teri Dunbar
Joseph Feichtl
Nancy Feichtl
Marlene Flagel
Richard Flagel
Mark Ford
Joel Ganz, M.D.
Rhoda Ganz
James Gayhardt
Mary Good
Rick Grier-Reynolds
Rachel Grier-Reynolds
Alan J. Harmon
Alice Hendry
Janet Higgins
Michael Higgins
Elizabeth Hochholzer
Shirley Johnson
Judith Jones
Andrew Kagan
Maureen Keenan
Joanne Kempton
Frances Kendall
Kathleen Knight
Carol Kolmerten
Anne Kuhns
Paul Kuhns
Law Office of Edward Gill and Jack Moore
Anita Lenz
John Lenz
Phyllis Levitt

John Messick
Warren Michelson
Natalie Moss
Lee Mussoff
Sam Mussoff
John Newton, Jr.
Fred Olson
Majory Olson
Robert Peavy
Evelyn Pilgrim
Kit Pilgrim
Stephen Ross
John Sabo
Frederick Schranck
Susan Schranck
Barbara Shelton
Mowry Spencer
Allen Stafford
Donald Stein
Striper Bites Bistro
Karen Stroney
Summer House Restaurant and Bar
Cecelia Toth
Marcel Unger
Verizon Foundation
Jeannette Webber
James R. Wigand
Stephen Wise
Karen Wray
Richard Wray

Fi l m so c i et y c o nt ri b utor s
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REHOBOTH BEACH INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL

COMMENT FORM
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society strives to improve the Film Festival each year. As a Festival attendee, your suggestion(s)
can help enrich and improve this event. Please take a few minutes to complete this form. Your input is very much appreciated.
Please offer any comments/suggestions on the following Festival production areas:
Film selection:

Festival catalog:

Website:

Ticket sales:

Merchandise:

Theater Audience Management:

Seminars:

Other Comments/Suggestions:

I heard about the Film Festival through (Check All That Apply):
® member mailings
® print media ads
® TV ads

® website

® other (please specify) _____________________

The zip code for my primary residence is _________________________
Thank you for submitting your completed form to the Information Booth in the Big Tent or mailing it to:
Rehoboth Beach Film Society, 107 Truitt Ave., Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971

Independent films…after the Film Festival
When the Film Festival is over, the Rehoboth Beach Film Society continues to host film events throughout
the year. Visit www.rehobothfilm.com to get information about current opportunities to see quality,
independent films during the other eleven months of the year.
Art House Theater

Since January, 2006, the Film Society has been bringing quality independent films to theater
#14 in the Movies at Midway complex. How do you learn what is currently showing on the Art House Theater screen?
+ Check the Movies at Midway marquis with the RBFS logo
+ Visit the RBFS website www.rehobothfilm.com or call 302.645.9095, x1
+ Read the movie schedule in the local Coast Press and Cape Gazette papers

Monthly screenings provide a screening of an independent film every fourth Friday of each month (September – May)
in the upstairs screening room at the Movies at Midway. Free to RBFS members. A suggested $3.00 donation is requested from
non-members.
Around the World offers a monthly film screening of international films followed by a discussion on the second
Wednesday of each month, 7:00 PM at the Movies at Midway. The event, co-sponsored by the Lewes Public Library, is free and open
to the public.

Cinema & Art brings art and artists to the big screen through a partnership with the Rehoboth Art League and the INN at
Canal Square. Two events are held each year.
Another Take

(in partnership with CAMP Rehoboth) is a bi-annual series featuring gay and lesbian-themed films.

Cinema By The Surf (co-sponsored by the City of Rehoboth Beach) and Cinema Under the
(co-sponsored by the City of Lewes) provide families with a wonderful experience of watching films outdoors.

stars

Other initiatives

As part of the organization’s outreach efforts, the Film Society partners with other community-based
groups and service agencies to co-sponsor special film events. The website is the best place to learn what is happening.

AND FOR THE YOUNGER GENERATIONS…
Third Thursday Theater

(in partnership with the Rehoboth Beach Public Library and Rehoboth Elementary School) –
A monthly children’s film series which features an age appropriate film screening.

Fun with Filmmaking

A free, summer series which introduces children (ages 7 to 10 years) to the basics of filmmaking.
The program is offered in collaboration with community-based libraries.

Student Film Group

A bi-monthly program in which area high school and college students meet twice a month to view
cinema history’s most influential films and discuss the elements that constitute excellence in film.

Morris Fierberg Student Film Award Program

A program designed to encourage student film
production by acknowledging the outstanding work of a student film director with a financial award on an annual basis.
To learn more about Film Society programs, please sign up on our e-mail contact list. Your e-mail address is privately stored
for RBFS use only and is used to send you information about upcoming events.

{

MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW FOR NEXT YEAR’S FESTIVAL

NOV 11TH – 15TH, 2009

}

Life beyond the festival
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KEY SPONSORS

PLACES TO EAT/DRINK

Arena’s

56 & 65

Atlantic Sands Hotel and Conference Center

4

BLOCKBUSTER

57

Boardwalk Builders
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CAMP Rehoboth

2

Cape Gazette

23

Cape Wine & Spirits

29
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1
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WHAT DOES THE FILM SOCIETY DO?
During the 2007 calendar year, the Film Society:
• Celebrated the tenth anniversary of the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival with new
records for ticket sales, 17,500, and screening sell-outs, 62.
• Programmed 28 weeks (112 screenings) of Art House Theater films seen by 9,093 viewers.
• Hosted 50 outreach/educational film events and 19 special events throughout the year.
• Conducted 36 youth and student film events.
• Received the 2007 Southern Delaware Tourism Recognition Award.
• Administered a film library, supervised college interns, produced a quarterly newsletter,
maintained a website, and more.

do YOU KNOW?
• Approximately 650 films are reviewed in order to program each year’s Festival.
• Screening rights and shipping fees for Festival films cost more than $32,000.
• Another $18,000 is spent on projection services for films not in 35 mm formats.
• Rent for the Box Office Tent and the eight theaters exceeds $40,000.
• Printing and advertising expenses approach $45,000.
• Total production costs for this multi-day event top $230,000.

WHERE DOES THE REVENUE COME FROM?
• Ticket sales revenue only covers 55% of total expenses.
• Sponsor donations help to offset 13% of Festival costs and program advertisements bring in another 4%.
• A percentage of grants and membership dues are also used to support the Festival.

SO NOW YOU KNOW…
The Film Festival is not a major fundraiser. Each year it is a challenge to generate enough revenue to
cover the event’s costs.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
• Become a member of the Film Society or renew at a higher level. Membership dues represent a major
source of the Film Society’s revenue and help us to provide quality and affordable programming for all ages.
• Become a sponsor and/or support Sponsor businesses. Sponsor support is essential and in return they
receive numerous marketing opportunities and other benefits.
• Participate in RBFS fundraising activities. Now that you know why fundraising is essential, we hope that you
will support RBFS fundraising efforts in the future.

Thank you!
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